
The Emotional Autobiography of Emily Dickinson

Perhaps the best way to shine a light on the oddities of Emily Dickinson is to find 

someone of today who shares them.  Given her eccentricities, and the way they 

concatenated with the cultural peculiarities of the increasingly distant past that she 

inhabited, this is not easy to do – any resemblance is sure to be only partial.  But it is so

difficult for normal people to understand her that insight must be purchased from any 

promising source.  So let me put before the reader a picture of a contemporary writer 

who cares almost as little about the general circulation of his prose as she did about her

poetry – someone who not only keeps a journal that mixes, like her poems, the personal

and the philosophical, but who also writes whole essays and books and endlessly re-

edits them in search of a true and perfect expression of his thought.  This writer has 

made desultory efforts to be published and might appear to the outside world to be 

easily discouraged by rebuffs; but it is more accurate to ascribe his reticence to a 

baffling diffidence.  For, while he eagerly shares his articles and essays with any 

interested party (just as she sent many of her poems to friends), and while he would not

be averse to a wider audience, it is markedly the case that his writing is motivated 

primarily by an attempt to understand his world and to formulate that understanding in 

words.  It is the writing itself that satisfies something intrinsic to his soul; and while there



may well be a deep psychological explanation for his reluctance to hawk his wares more

aggressively, there is also, very much on the surface and just as important, a 

comparative indifference to all the putative benefits that might be conferred upon him by

his acquiring fame and fortune.  As Virginia Woolf says in A Room of One's Own, a 

small stipend is sufficient to give one the privilege to be out of doors and to conduct the 

really important business of life, "which is freedom to think of things in themselves" – 

that is, to see the objects of existence as they truly are, and without having to worry 

whether one's career is getting on as a result.  The main benefit that might make literary

success valuable to such a person – the money itself, which purchases more 

independence for thinking and writing – did not enter into the Dickinson equation, 

because she was born into one of the wealthiest families of Amherst.  In short, a prose 

writer of today such as I have described might be uniquely positioned to understand the 

strangeness of his great predecessor . . . and I am that writer.

My task in calling for a reassessment of her reputation is complicated by her 

being no longer underestimated – and it is almost impossible to overestimate her.  

Instead, she is mis-estimated by her many academic admirers, who want to put her into 

the pantheon as a representative literary genius.  Naturally they do not wish to deny her 

peculiarities, for genius is often marked out by its idiosyncrasies: rather they attempt to 

perform the odd trick of normalizing her just enough to sit as a typical eccentric among 

her fellow eccentrics.  Plato and Shakespeare both hinted that all the poets are mad.  

Very well, then: let her be "mental," let her be strange.  She can be bipolar, 

agoraphobic, or suffering from an extreme case of histrionic self-dramatization – all that 

would be par for the poetic course.  But she must not fall outside the bounds of poetic 



decorum.  She must be a great poet among the great poets.

The truth is, however, that she was peculiar to a degree that few, if any, of us are 

equipped to handle, and none of us to diagnose.  The single-bullet theories that aspire 

to explicate and subdue her peculiarity – Oedipal Emily, not-good-enough-mothered 

Emily, lesbian Emily, and the latest entry, epileptic Emily – not only fail to crack the case,

but throw us far off the track.  (What has always puzzled me most about such theories is

how little they help us understand either her or her poetry after we accept them.)  But 

more damaging still are the efforts to subsume her under the New Critical picture of the 

practicing poet.  Most egregious among these distortions are those that insist that her 

poems were written with the knowing detachment of a Wordsworth or an Eliot – that she

gives us carefully crafted "emotions recollected in tranquillity" and "objective 

correlatives."  According to this English 101 appraisal, she does not reveal herself in her

poems, but speaks through an array of personae while controlling the discourse with 

canny self-awareness.  The reader will note, grimly I hope, that such a description 

would be automatically valid for any academic poet practicing today: you cannot qualify 

for your postmodernist club card unless you write with self-reflexivity and ironic 

distancing.  To impose this straitjacket of contemporary orthodoxy upon a New England 

poet of the 1860s is not merely an absurd anachronism but also an act of critical 

aggrandizement on behalf of today's mediocrities: in their attempt to make Dickinson as 

small as they are, their view of her is remarkable for the breadth of its covert envy.  I 

wish to reclaim Dickinson for the everyday reader, who knows very well that these 

poems are searingly autobiographical and truthful down to the tips of their toes.



The externals of Emily Dickinson's life are quickly told.  She was born in Amherst, 

Massachusetts in 1830 and died in 1886.  Her father, Edward Dickinson, was a 

successful lawyer – an imposing figure in the town, the treasurer of Amherst College, 

and eventually a member of Congress.  Her older brother Austin followed in his father's 

footsteps and for the last three decades of Emily's life lived next door to her with his 

wife, Emily's best friend Susan Gilbert.  Her younger sister Lavinia never married and 

never lived anywhere except in her father's house.  Emily too, excepting one stimulating

semester boarding at a nearby girls' school, a trip to Washington when her father served

a term in the House of Representatives, and several months spent with relatives in 

Boston while having her eyes treated, remained at home.  Sometime after her 30th 

birthday, she became increasingly reluctant to venture off the family property, and 

eventually she confined herself to the house and yard.  At about the same time, she 

began to dress mostly in white.  When guests came to visit her, she usually remained 

out of sight and conversed from behind half-shut doors.  Because the family was so 

prominent, she was well known to all the townspeople as an eccentric and a recluse.  

She was nicknamed "The Myth."

If we exclude a half-dozen or so light-hearted efforts that were tossed off when 

she was a young woman, Emily Dickinson began writing poetry in earnest sometime 

around her 28th birthday.  Thereafter, throughout her life, she sent poems – over 500 of 

them – to friends in letters.  But after her death, her sister Lavinia found 40 homemade 

packets of paper bound with string.  Today these are called "fascicles"; they contain 800

poems.  Some of them are copies or alternate versions of the poems sent out in letters; 

but the majority had never been shown to anyone.  There were also less organized 



collections, called "sets" by today's researchers; and there were hundreds of scraps of 

paper, such as the backs of used envelopes, that had drafts of short poems jotted on 

them.  Counting all these efforts, Emily Dickinson's total output is close to 1800 poems, 

none longer than two pages in a standard edition.  Perhaps a hundred of these appear 

to be rough drafts that were abandoned while still unfinished – that is to say, the rhyme 

scheme falters, individual lines stand outside the stanza pattern, and the thought breaks

off.  Several hundred more appear to be first drafts that were never subjected to any 

reconsideration.  Many of these unfinished poems, the downright failures as well as the 

hurried jottings, are nonetheless fascinating works that stand comparison with her most 

labored poems.  Other drafts were carefully worked over, but even so perhaps left 

uncompleted.  It is misleading to speak of "finished" poems: those sent out in letters 

were obviously finalized in a sense; but the same poem was sometimes sent to several 

different correspondents, with each version differing from all the others and with no 

possibility of determining which, if any, should be considered definitive.  (Predictably, 

today's academicians have proclaimed a new aesthetic that scorns the notion of a "final 

version" or a "finished poem" as antiquated and conventional.  Such a stance is merely 

the conventionality of today.  Critics who argue that she was rebelling against the 

literary habit of closure – that she wanted to keep her works open and still evolving – 

are projecting a postmodern sensibility onto a 19th century Romantic.)

During her lifetime, only ten of her poems were published, mostly in local 

newspapers, and probably through the offices of others rather than as a result of her 

own efforts.  Furthermore, all were marred by editorial tampering.  Neither her sister, 

with whom she had shared the housework all her life, nor any other person knew that 



she had written over a thousand private poems.  Emily Dickinson left no instructions for 

what should be done with them.  Given the extraordinarily personal nature of so many of

them, we are fortunate that Lavinia did not burn them along with almost every letter her 

sister had ever received.

In 1862, responding to an article in The Atlantic Monthly written by Thomas Wentworth 

Higginson titled "Letter to a Young Contributor," Dickinson sent four poems to the author

with an accompanying letter.  The first three sentences are as follows:

Mr. Higginson,
Are you too deeply occupied to say if my Verse is alive?
The Mind is so near itself - it cannot see distinctly - and I have none

to ask -
Should you think it breathed - and had you the leisure to tell me, I 

should feel quick gratitude.

Higginson's letters to her have not survived, but from her own further letters to him, we 

know that he told her that her verses were "spasmodic," "uncontrolled," "wayward," and 

unpublishable in the form in which she was sending them.  But from the very beginning, 

he also praised her for what he recognized as arresting turns of phrase and an unusual 

compression of thought.  Their correspondence lasted until her death.  He twice visited 

her in her home in Amherst, and wrote to his wife the most interesting account of her 

person and personality that we possess.

Higginson has a place of infamy among devotees of Dickinson's poetry because, 

they charge, he failed to recognize her genius and to foster her career.  Since he did 

recognize her genius, we must examine only the second count of the indictment.  

Among critics who believe that she aspired to a career as a published poet, he is 



accused of having crushed her spirit to such a degree that she strenuously resisted all 

further blandishments to publicize her poetry, including those of Helen Hunt Jackson, 

then the first lady of American letters.  But it is worth pointing out that Dickinson's initial 

approach to Higginson does not submit the poems for publication, but only asks for his 

opinion of them.  Indeed, he was not an editor of The Atlantic Monthly, but a contributor 

only.  If she was stung by Higginson's incomprehension and crestfallen over his refusal 

to recommend her to his own editor at The Atlantic Monthly, she had a strange way of 

showing it: she made him her lifelong confidant and most important correspondent, 

begged him continually to visit her, and later told him that he had saved her life.  

Furthermore, over the next few years, she dramatically increased her poetic production.

Her response to his delicate suggestion that she "delay publication" – a response

that orthodox Dickinsonians are forced to regard as a cover for trampled feelings – 

should be taken at face value: "I smile when you suggest that I delay 'to publish' – that 

being foreign to my thought, as Firmament to Fin."  Also pertinent to this question, and 

equally mortifying to those who wish her to be an exemplary feminist as well as a 

professional poet, is the recollection of her friend Clara Newman, in a memoir of the 

1890s, that Dickinson once remarked that she did not deem it "feminine" to publish.)

Higginson, by sincerely befriending her, did more for her life and perhaps 

indirectly for her poetry than if he had persuaded an editor of a magazine to publish a 

few of her verses.  Today's scholars rarely ask themselves what the likely result would 

have been if one or two of her poems had appeared unaltered in The Atlantic Monthly.  

Do they imagine that the verses that she sent Higginson would have created the 

sensation that the book-length publication of the "improved" versions in the 1890s did?  



Presumably most critical notices would have echoed Higginson's own incomprehension,

even if her grammatical eccentricities had been cleaned up.  In any case, few people 

have ever been more unsuited to a career as any sort of public figure, however minor, 

than Emily Dickinson.

The best evidence indicates that she was massively indifferent to such 

recognition.  Two of her closest lifelong friends, Samuel Bowles and Josiah Holland, 

were the editors of the Springfield Daily Republican, and to both of them she sent 

dozens of poems embedded in the texts of personal letters – but never once did she 

state that they were being submitted for publication.  Possessing some of her choicest 

lyrics, neither man gave any indication that he regarded her as a writer at all.  

Meanwhile they published a steady stream of drivel by female poets.  On April 4, 1859, 

Bowles wrote to a certain Collette Loomis in West Springfield as follows:

Was I so stupid the other day as not to say to you how much we 
appreciate your little poetic gems? . . . we place you among our pet 
contributors; and though my 'weakness' is not poetry, I am always 
charmed with your little compact, thoughtful, mysterious & suggestive 
poems.

Probably this letter owes as much to Bowles's avidity for flirting with the prettier 

members of the opposite sex as it does to his tin ear for poetry; but in light of his 

execrable taste, the pertinent fact for scholars to bear in mind is Dickinson's unceasing 

adoration of him and her complete acceptance of his lack of interest in her poetry.  

There is not the least particle of evidence that she ever felt that the poems that he 

published were inferior to hers.  Indeed, she occasionally praised some of the worst 

examples of it – a deficiency in critical taste that confounds and embarrasses her 



champions.  Here is what we know for sure: she never gave any sign that she thought 

she deserved to be spoken of in the same breath with even the most mediocre of her 

contemporaries.

Is it likely that she went on to have a deep and abiding friendship with Higginson 

if she held him in contempt and blamed him for the wreck of her ambition?  Indeed, the 

portrait is psychologically impossible.  If she, from her throne as one of the poetic elect, 

smirked at him and knew him to be a fool, she would have persisted in trying to publish 

her poems elsewhere – not even Emily Dickinson was so fragile a being that a single 

rejection from a man whose taste she scorned would have shattered her courage for the

rest of her life.  Indeed, another part of the standard interpretation – and here, for once, 

I agree – requires us to believe that, as regards the essentials, she wasn't fragile at all.

Did she humor Higginson with the confidence of an artist who knows her own 

worth?  This commonplace of Dickinson criticism is economically expressed by Judith 

Hall, writing in the October 2006 Yale Review, where she argues that Dickinson's 

"feminine apologies" were "the ironic calculations of a warrior-coquette" and that the 

"strategy of helplessness was a ruse."  I think oppositely.  Higginson's criticism probably

seemed to her to be reliable as an expression of what both her contemporaries and 

future generations would make of her poetry.  Moreover, Hall's interpretation commits 

the critic to an untenable position in regard to the correspondence as a whole: the 

"strategy" of praising Higginson's own poems and essays in her many letters to him 

would, on this reading, be something worse than a ruse – it would be blatant insincerity 

in a person who is practically the gold standard for authenticity in her dealings with 

others.  She did after all write to him, "I have had few pleasures so deep as your 



opinion, and if I tried to thank you, my tears would block my tongue."  Do we really want 

to attribute statements like this to "ironic calculations" and rank hypocrisy?

At the same time, the way she wrote was so much the way she had to write that 

there was never any possibility that she would take Higginson's advice.  But she did not 

know this.  Many writers think that she is slyly patronizing him when she asks him, again

and again, to teach her.  I am not among them.  I suspect that she went on believing 

that if he had ever given her useful advice that she could take, she would take it.  She 

did not know that he never could and she never would.  I believe she was so 

unconscious of her art, in the best sense, that she never even entertained the thought of

how she couldn't entertain the thought of taking his advice.  And this lack of self-

consciousness – this fidelity to her own experience and to recording it in her own way in

her own words with her own punctuation, in the teeth of every convention – is perhaps 

the quality that elevates her at times above all other poets.

As for posterity, she never gave that a thought either – or if she did, she believed 

that it would agree with Higginson, and she didn't mind at all.  Had she cared a fig for it, 

she would have destroyed some or most of her papers, as so many artists have.  

(Mahler, for instance, self-conscious and self-important to a fault, asked from his 

deathbed that the manuscript of his nearly completed Tenth Symphony be destroyed, 

thus showing amazingly poor judgment – but fortunately his widow disobeyed him.)  

Emily Dickinson was too busy with life to bother about her manuscripts, and at the end 

she was too busy with death.  If she did not burn them, which may be taken by some 

writers to indicate she still had hopes for a posthumous fame, she also did not put them 

in any order or leave any instructions.  It mattered that little to her.



All this makes her, to me, something other, and greater, than what we ordinarily 

mean by "an artist" or "a poet."  These epithets are too confining – too redolent of 

"movements" and "schools" and "techniques" and "progress."  She is as removed from 

the ordinary idea of "the artist" as she was from the ordinary idea of "the citizen."  But 

we do not have another word for her – "genius" only excepted.

Many of my readers will be unfamiliar with the textual issues involved in editing the 

poetry of Emily Dickinson, so let me give a quick example.  One of her most famous 

lyrics did make it into the Springfield Daily Republican on May 4, 1861, where it was 

titled (by her editors, but not by her) "The May-Wine."  The first stanza was printed as 

follows:

I taste a liquor never brewed,
From tankards scooped in pearl;
Not Frankfort berries yield the sense
Such a delicious whirl.

However, the sole surviving manuscript of the poem, which was incorporated into her 

fascicles, reads this way:

I taste a liquor never brewed -
From Tankards scooped in Pearl -
Not all the Frankfort Berries
Yield such an Alcohol!

Dickinson rhymes "alcohol" with "pearl," capitalizes most nouns (but not all) as if writing 

in German, and uses a characteristic stroke of her pen, about halfway between a 

hyphen and a dash, where any other author would use commas, semicolons, and 



periods.  Anyone with an ear for poetry can immediately appreciate the superiority of her

manuscript version: either Holland or Bowles mangled the original and published a 

version that is much more conventional in content and above all graceless in rhythm.  

She cannot have been pleased with this result, and it is highly unlikely that she was 

even consulted.  Our best guess today is that she sent a copy of this poem to her sister-

in-law Susan Dickinson, who then, on her own, submitted it to the newspaper where it 

was presented in this supposedly "improved" version.

The further publication history of this poem is instructive.  An alternative reading 

for the third line, "Not all the vats upon the Rhine," was placed at the bottom of the 

autograph by Dickinson herself.  This was adopted by Higginson and Mabel Loomis 

Todd, the editors of her first posthumous collection of 1890.  Thomas Bailey Aldrich, an 

influential and boneheaded critic who felt that Dickinson needed the help of wiser 

heads, was thus encouraged to propose his own further improvement to the stanza, 

which would then enable it, he thought, "to rank with some of the swallow flights in 

Heine's lyrical intermezzos":

I taste a liquor never brewed
In vats along the Rhine;
No tankard ever held a draught
Of alcohol like mine.

Really this would be difficult to surpass in officiousness and incomprehension.

Higginson and Todd were several cuts above the newspaper editors who 

tampered fatally with the few poems published in her lifetime, but they too shrank from 

reproducing her eccentricities.  I am enough of a modernist to prefer that no editor come

between me and Dickinson's genius; but I am not quick to judge those who, still in the 



19th century, had to deal with the peculiarities of her orthography while hoping to arouse

public interest in her poetry.  To take only the Dickinson dash – it is sometimes highly 

evocative in a hard-to-analyze way, especially at the end of a poem.  But regardless of 

whether these strokes of her pen are found to be intriguing or irritating, readers of today 

are entitled to know that the meaning of them is controversial: no scholar has cracked 

the code and given us a rule for them that commands the assent of all the other 

scholars.   Some argue for her dashes as indicating pauses that are more flexible than 

those suggested by commas, semicolons, and periods; some justify them as a help to 

the reader who wishes to feel the meter correctly.  I do not find any of the solutions 

convincing; and when I prepare to read Dickinson's poems aloud, I have to punctuate 

them first.

On one fatuity of modern criticism, however, I do feel qualified to pronounce 

emphatically.  Such dashes were not, as one scholar claims, "an accepted style of 

punctuation in the mid-nineteenth century."  Writers of the time did make freer use of 

dashes to set off parentheticals, but no researcher has found any published or 

unpublished writings of the time that resemble Dickinson's practice in this department.  

To try to normalize her by such fraudulent means is to play into the hands of the 

traditionalists who scorned her as a primitive: their unanswerable counter-argument 

would be to ask why, if Dickinson is to be thought of as a poet like any other, she cannot

be expected to know how Shakespeare, Milton, Wordsworth, Keats, and Elizabeth 

Barrett Browning employed marks of punctuation, and come up to the common 

standards of educated readers.  It is safer to accept her idiosyncrasies rather than try to 

explain them away.



There have now been two variorum editions of the complete poems, that of 

Thomas Johnson in 1955 and of R. W. Franklin in 1998.  In both cases, Dickinson's 

idiosyncrasies are preserved by these scrupulous editors.  Their collections are 

exemplary in respecting her autograph manuscripts, and are available in single-volume 

"reading editions," which present their best guesses at a best version.  But only 

Franklin's expensive multi-volume set gives all the fascinating alternatives in the most 

reliable chronological order.  (A warning to buyers: many of her poems, including some 

of the most famous, first appeared in heavily emended versions, and have since 

entered the public domain.  Therefore, new compilations can be economically re-

published without any inconvenience of royalties, and they continue to appear every 

year, recirculating the old discredited versions.   These are abundantly found on the 

shelves of popular bookstores.  The wary shopper therefore has to choose between 

stark alternatives: a cheaply marketed selection of old favorites, in which Dickinson's 

original voice has been muted through the efforts of heavy-handed tone-deaf editors; or 

an academically impeccable edition, with or without the scholarly apparatus, that 

presents the poems in versions that are so unconventional in presentation as to be off-

putting to the average poetry-lover.  I would unequivocally recommend the second of 

the alternatives.  But the very existence of such a situation is unprecedented in literary 

history and underlines the strangeness of Dickinson's oeuvre and of its publishing 

history.)

As a way of reflecting further upon the important critical issues that are raised by so 

anomalous a case, I would like to mention W. H. Auden's essay on Shakespeare's 



sonnets.  His axiom is that the poet's biography is completely independent of his verses.

He laments the illusion of those Shakespearean critics who believe that if "the identity of

the Friend, the Dark Lady, the Rival Poet, etc., could be established beyond doubt, this 

would in any way illuminate our understanding of the sonnets themselves."  This 

betrays, he says, "a complete misunderstanding of the nature of the relation between art

and life. . . . In the case of any kind of artist . . . the story of his life and the history of his 

works are distinct."  For this reason, a biography, or a published collection of the poet's 

letters, is, in Auden's opinion, an impertinence.  It can only be justified if the life is 

sufficiently interesting on its own merits, "provided that the biographer and his readers 

realize that such an account throws no light whatsoever upon the artist's work."  By this 

latter rule that the life must be significant independent of the work, we would, needless 

to say, be barred from publicizing the life of Emily Dickinson, which was about as 

mundane in its externals as the life of any artist, and very nearly any human being, 

could possibly be.

On the other hand, Auden does not quite say that there is no connection at all 

between the poet's life and work:

The relation between his life and his works is at one and the same time 
too self-evident to require comment – every work of art is, in one sense, a 
self-disclosure – and too complicated ever to unravel.

His contention, then, would be that Dickinson's poems by themselves already give us all

the self-disclosure we shall ever need to understand them.  This is a shibboleth of 

modern literary criticism – one that has remained in place throughout all the schools of 

theory that have superseded the original New Criticism.  Even where the Freudians 



have plumbed the depths of the poet's unconscious or the practitioners of the New 

Historicism have disdained the "author function" altogether and claimed that 

Elizabethan England wrote Hamlet, there has been no backtracking from the principle 

that the work of art is a rhetorical object that evinces all its meanings merely by 

manifesting itself.  It is permissible to bring "cultural literacy" to bear upon this object, 

and – given our irrepressible vulgarity – it is only natural that the juiciest bits of 

biography still find their way into the commentaries of the most emphatic formalists; but 

we are absolutely forbidden to draw upon ancillary information drawn from letters, 

journals, and reported conversations.  All we need to know to understand the poem 

appears in the text as the poet finalized it.  We need only go to the published versions of

Dickinson's poems – all ten of them, all bowdlerized by her editors.

Such is the dogma.  But surely in the case of Dickinson's poetry, how we figure 

out the meanings must depend in part upon whether she ever intended her poems to be

published.  And the fact is this: she gave no thought to their publication.  Many are 

excruciatingly private and personal; and in some cases, we can say confidently that she

would have been mortified if anyone she knew had read what she had written:

I know lives, I could miss
Without a Misery -
Others - whose instant's wanting
Would be Eternity -

The last - a scanty Number -
'Twould scarcely fill a Two -
The first - a Gnat's horizon
Could easily outgrow -

I am uncertain if "a Two," being a wildly nonstandard coinage, means something other 



than "two people."  Judging from her letters, at any given time in her life there were 

several people who mattered intensely to her; but the natural reading of the poem 

favors the interpretation that there were but two in toto, and a jaundiced reading might 

suggest that there were barely two or perhaps not quite even two.  (Being of the 

jaundiced school, I find myself pondering whether or not her beloved dog Carlo made 

up half the membership.)  Whatever conclusion we reach, however, I think we are safe 

in saying that she would not have relished the thought that the poem would ever be 

seen or read by her family or her closest friends.  She would not have wished her 

mother and father, Lavinia, Austin, Susan, Higginson, Bowles, the Hollands, Judge Otis 

Lord, and her cousins in Boston to be wondering if they were among those whom she 

could miss "without a Misery."

When we read poems like these – and there are many – it seems far likelier that, 

had she attended to her fascicles and sets at all, she would have destroyed most of the 

poems rather than left them to be seen by the prying eyes of relatives, friends, and 

strangers.  Therefore we should treat them like journal entries and abandon modernist 

theories about poetic masks and personae.  In this endeavor, any help we can get from 

her biography will be legitimate and, at times, indispensable.  As to whether we should 

take them literally as autobiographical revelations, I would answer, "Certainly not – they 

are poems."  But I take the feelings that they record to be true accounts, rhetorically 

heightened, sometimes to a pitch that only Carlo could have heard, of her emotional 

world, rather than the emotions of a bevy of characters that she invented to populate a 

fictional landscape.  She – Emily Dickinson of Amherst, Massachusetts – tasted a liquor 

never brewed.



It is not only in the autobiographical nature of her poetry that we encounter an artist far 

outside the poetic mainstream.  When considering the career of almost any poet except 

Emily Dickinson, we see the novice engaging in a great deal of careful thought about his

or her chosen vocation or avocation.  If we strip the concept of its Freudian substrate 

and its extravagant terminology, Harold Bloom's "anxiety of influence" is relevant to the 

study of the early years of most writers, with its picture of the years of apprenticeship, 

rife with callow imitations of favorite authors along with an uneasy awareness of the 

potentially oppressive legacy of all earlier literature.  In the letters of poets, we read their

self-appraisals and see them measuring themselves against the dead masters and 

against their contemporaries; we read their self-justifications as they set themselves the 

task of affirming tradition, or modifying it, or overthrowing it.  We watch them grapple 

intellectually with what every age calls "the problem of modern poetry": in the past, 

poetry has always been thus-and-so; but in our day, it must be such-and-such.  As part 

of his or her career, every poet writes a sonnet, attempts a "longer" poem, tries a 

sestina or some other recondite stanza pattern from the old ballad books, experiments 

with meter and rhyme, composes a manifesto against formalism, writes an hommage to 

a friendly poet or a satire against a rival poet or an elegy (with an eye cocked toward 

Milton's "Lycidas") on a brother or sister poet recently or long since deceased, and sets 

forth a theory of literature in a letter to a fellow poet or a critic or a sibling.  In short, the 

making of a new poem is one of the most self-conscious undertakings possible for a 

human being.  I am not talking only about T. S. Eliot – Keats also engaged in all this 

mental activity before dying at the age of 25, and shows us that it is compatible with the 



highest achievement.

The letters of Keats explain "the anxiety of influence" more clearly and 

compellingly than Bloom was able to do.  In addition to stating that he gave up his epic 

Hyperion because Milton's example was now inescapable, Keats also wrote about the 

oppressiveness of the weight of literary history in a more general sense: during one 

fallow period, he says that he has become averse to writing "from the overpowering idea

of our dead poets."  The simplest and best statement of the anxiety of influence can be 

found in a letter to Keats from his friend Richard Woodhouse, recalling a recent 

conversation between the two:

I may have misconceived you, but I understood you to say, you thought 
there was now nothing original to be written in poetry: that its riches were 
already exhausted, & all its beauties forestalled.

In this case, Keats responded with alacrity to reassure Woodhouse in words that have 

relevance to Emily Dickinson:

I feel assured I should write from the mere yearning and fondness I have 
for the Beautiful even if my night's labours should be burnt every morning 
and no eye ever shine upon them.

If these words are true for Keats, who aspired to be "among the English poets" after his 

death, they are even truer for Dickinson, who wrote not only to give expression to the 

Beautiful but also to vent her powerful emotions.

In the professional sense of the word, Dickinson was not a poet at all – or 

perhaps I should only say that she must be the only professional poet of the last 400 

years who never tried her hand at a sonnet.  No other major author shows so little 



awareness of tradition or seems so free of the anxiety of influence.  We need to see her 

first, not as a writer, but simply as a human being – a most unusual human being.  Like 

the rest of us, whether we write or not, she was ever at the task of articulating who and 

what she was, if only to herself; and like us, she had to figure out the meaning of life all 

on her own.  I believe she did this figuring out in verse.  The fascicles are more like a 

journal than an artist's workshop, and the journal itself is partly like Thoreau's and partly 

like a diary.  The subject of most of her poetry is frankly herself – how her experiences 

feel to her, what she thinks about things.  The form, almost without exception, is chosen 

from among the commonest hymn-tune patterns – patterns that were the subject of a 

learned treatise (if we can imagine such a thing) in the back of the family hymnal.  The 

incisiveness and even violence of her language come not from any theory about how 

language must be deployed by a modern poet in order to revivify the dialect of the tribe, 

but from her fidelity to her experience, rendered without any psychological or aesthetic 

theory coming between her and the description.  When she made revisions, she was 

not "shaping a poem" with an eye toward publication: she was merely getting it right.  

She was motivated by the only thing that ever should motivate an artist – the desire to 

make it true, to find the word that strikes home to the reality of the experience rather 

than the word that merely makes an effect on an easily bored reader.  It is owing to the 

authenticity of this effort, to its freedom from all considerations of conformity and 

accessibility, that her choice of words cuts right through us.

Because her writing is a diary of her emotional ups and downs and her 

ruminations about the vicissitudes of life, rather than a "body of work" typical of a poet 

with a publishing career, she is what 19th century critics would have called a "naive" 



rather than a "sophisticated" artist.  By "naive," they did not mean to be condescending: 

they considered Shakespeare to be a naive artist, contrasting him favorably with 

bookish writers like Milton or Goethe.

She can bear any comparison, even to Shakespeare.  Emily Dickinson is among 

the half-dozen greatest poets of the English language.  From the standpoint of either 

quality or quantity, or any combination of both, a viable claim can be made that we 

should award her the highest spot of all.  In my opinion, her complete poems are more 

interesting and rewarding than the complete poems of any other poet.

I have to say this explicitly because I am nonetheless opposed to the particular 

brand of Dickinson idolatry that is current in the American academy.  As I have already 

hinted, a problem has arisen in Dickinson studies, because her champions wish to 

normalize her as a poet among other poets.  If she was just a weird New England 

spinster scribbling undisciplined verses in crude hymn-tune meters and stuffing her 

output away in old hat boxes, then, they fear, she cannot deserve the high station that I 

have just accorded her.

The attempt by academicians to talk up Dickinson as a typical, if idiosyncratic, 

poet in the line of Wordsworth, Keats, and Elizabeth Barrett Browning is frankly 

desperate.  Am I unusual in sympathizing with Higginson's perplexity?  The punctuation 

alone placed her far out of the mainstream – her inscrutable use of dashes, her 

wayward capitalizations, her neologisms ("possibler," "audiblest," "utterest") that 

sometimes seem merely willful, her strange subject-verb disagreements that can by no 

means be reconciled with even the most liberal interpretation of the subjunctive mood.  

Her letters as well as her poems are often condensed and gnomic to the point of 



incomprehensibility.  She never, so far as we can tell, altered a single line on 

Higginson's advice.  Her revisions often weaken her poems.  She is at her best when, 

as she herself puts it, her "little Force explodes," and at her worst when she settles 

down to the kind of intellectual work that a published poet must routinely undertake.  

Most accomplished artists know how to bring their best ideas to fruition and let the worst

languish.  No such distinction appears to me in Dickinson's labors.  Higginson, to his 

credit, always recognized something uncanny in her work, kept every letter and every 

poem that she sent him, and spoke favorably of her to Helen Hunt Jackson.  But an 

editor of the time would have needed to be farsighted indeed to see past her 

strangeness.  Mabel Loomis Todd deserves our gratitude for doing so; but even she 

concurred with Higginson that the poems would have to be regularized and sometimes 

discreetly rewritten before being presented to the public.

Today, as I have said, there is a scholarly consensus that all Dickinson poems 

must be printed with her punctuation meticulously preserved and with an absolute 

minimum of editorial emendations: controversy can attend so small an intervention as 

the correction of a misspelling or the relocation of a misplaced apostrophe.  Within this 

pale of orthodoxy, there are even debates about whether her poems should be "printed" 

at all: a moderate group would grudgingly allow the transcription of her longhand into 

typography but would insist that, whenever the right edge of her sheet of paper forced 

her to break a line, the printed text should reproduce the line break; a radical group 

insists that the only right way to experience her poetry is by looking at a facsimile 

reproduction of her manuscript.  These scholars take up a position, breathtaking in its 

aesthetic implications, that the merit of her poetry lies not merely in its words, but also in



the way the words look in her handwriting and in the manner in which she disposed her 

lines in conformity with the spatial limitations of whatever scrap of paper she utilized.  I 

consider this stance to bear a disturbing resemblance to the political fanaticism of 

Stalinism in the 1930s, when a crushing conformity in Bolshevik thought and opinion 

was only occasionally enlivened by the appearance of a dogmatist who would chide the 

party members for not being orthodox enough.  I will steer a middle course between 

those who would improve Dickinson's prosody and those who would reproduce her slips

of the pen.  I will fall in with the prevailing fashion and quote exclusively from R. W. 

Franklin's critical edition of The Poems of Emily Dickinson, departing from his versions 

only to change the aforementioned misspellings ("opon" for "upon") and misplaced 

apostrophes.  The everyday reader, I think, will take away from my doing so a renewed 

appreciation for the reluctance of Dickinson's first editors in the 1890s to publish the 

poems in bibliographically authentic versions.  Had they done so, I doubt seriously 

whether a vogue for Dickinson's poetry would have resulted.  In their heavily edited 

versions, however, her poems created a veritable sensation: a second and third 

collection of poems followed the first within five years, and another volume presented a 

selection of her letters for readers eager to acquaint themselves with the poet's life.

Prelude to an emotional autobiography

In the excerpts that follow, I am going to lay out what I call an emotional autobiography 

of Emily Dickinson.  The selections that I have made are accordingly confined to a few 

subjects.  Readers of Dickinson's poetry will notice that I neglect her wonderful 



observations of nature, her pithy philosophical reflections, and the poems that show the 

full range of her ambivalence about Christianity's promise of heaven.  The portrait that I 

am about to paint is one-sided: it neglects her shrewd judgment, her acute intelligence, 

and the overflowing compassion that she directed toward people who had suffered a 

loss.  Instead, we will read confessions that may make us cringe, the way we 

sometimes do when a friend tells us something so personal we would rather not have 

heard it.  We will not necessarily be hearing her at her noblest, but we will be hearing 

her "at her best"; for however unfinished and even, at times, incoherent they are, the 

selections I have chosen are unparalleled in the English language for interest and 

intensity.  While attending to the narrative that I have assembled, with its emphasis on 

extreme and sometimes dark emotions, the reader should always remember what a 

sane, whole-hearted, humorous person Dickinson was to those who knew her well.

This narrative begins with extracts from two letters found in rough draft among 

her papers at her death.  Presumably they were never copied out and sent; yet alone 

among all the drafts of letters that she wrote, she kept these until she died –  for over 25

years, to judge by the probable dates assigned them by handwriting experts.  We may 

be uncomfortable at how emotionally exposed she is here.  Academic feminists who 

want to claim her for their own may be embarrassed by her self-abasement and 

subservience.  But these documents cannot be omitted from even the most cursory 

appraisal of either her life or her poetry.  The letter thought to be the earlier of the two 

contains the following:

Master.
If you saw a bullet hit a Bird - and he told you he wasn't shot - you 

might weep at his courtesy, but you would certainly doubt his word.



One drop more from the gash that stains your Daisy's bosom - then
would you believe? . . . God made me - ["Sir" crossed out] Master - I didn't
be - myself.  I don't know how it was done.  He built the heart in me - By 
and by it outgrew me - and like the little mother - with the big child - I got 
tired holding him.  I heard of a thing called "Redemption" - which rested 
men and women.  You remember I asked you for it - you gave me 
something else.  I forgot the Redemption - I didn't tell you for a long time, 
but I knew you had altered me. . . . I am older - tonight, Master - but the 
love is the same. . . .

I don't know what you can do for it - thank you - Master - but if I had
the Beard on my cheek - like you - and you - had Daisy's petals - and you 
cared so for me - what would become of you?  Could you forget me in 
fight, or flight - or the foreign land?  Couldn't Carlo [her dog], and you and I
walk in the meadows an hour - and nobody care but the Bobolink? . . . I 
used to think when I died - I could see you - so I died as fast as I 
could. . . . Say I may wait for you . . . I waited a long time - Master - but I 
can wait more . . . What would you do with me if I came "in white"?

The second letter includes these passages:

Oh, did I offend it - Daisy - Daisy - offend it - who bends her smaller life to 
his meeker every day - who only asks - a task - something to do for love of
it - some little way she cannot guess to make that master glad -

A love so big it scares her, rushing among her small heart - pushing
aside the blood and leaving her faint and white in the gust's arm -

Daisy - who never flinched thro' that awful parting, but held her life 
so tight he should not see the wound - who would have sheltered him in 
her childish bosom - only it wasn't big eno' for a Guest so large - this Daisy
- grieve her Lord - and yet she often blundered - Perhaps her odd - 
Backwoodsman ways teased his finer nature.  Daisy knows all that - but 
must she go unpardoned - teach her, preceptor grace. . . .

Daisy kneels a culprit - tell her her fault - Master . . .  but punish 
don't banish her - shut her in prison, Sir - only pledge that you will forgive -
sometime - before the grave, and Daisy will not mind. . . .

You send the water over the Dam in my brown eyes -
I've got a cough as big as a thimble - but I don't care for that - I've 

got a Tomahawk in my side but that don't hurt me much.  Her master stabs
her more -

Won't he come to her - or will he let her seek him, never minding so
long wandering if to him at last. . . . 

Master - open your life wide, and take me in forever, I will never be 
tired - I will never be noisy when you want to be still.  I will be your best 
little girl - nobody else will see me, but you - but that is enough - I shall not
want any more.



The party line on these letters is perfectly expressed in the introduction to Emily 

Dickinson's poetry found in The Norton Anthology of Literature by Women, edited by 

Sandra M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar (W. W. Norton & Company, 1985):

Her "Master" letters, with their deliberate effacement of the addressee's 
identity, are just as clearly explorations of the general relationship between
male power and female powerlessness, male authority and female 
dependency, as they are pleas for romantic reassurance from a particular 
man.  Moreover, in these letters as in so many of her most impassioned 
verses, the poet is obviously both disguising and dramatizing herself, as if 
to document a crucial confession that she made to Thomas Wentworth 
Higginson, the Atlantic Monthly editor [sic] who became her literary 
mentor: "When I state myself, as the Representative of the Verse – it does
not mean – me – but a supposed person."

Anticipating modern theories of the poet's "persona," Dickinson's 
definition of herself as a "supposed person" reveals just how self-
consciously literary she was.

This is an extraordinary statement to make about these letters, which speak for 

themselves in the nakedness of their anguish and sincerity.  They do not have about 

them any hint of artifice, if we set aside what biographer Richard Sewall calls the 

"Dickinson hyperbole" – a quality that I relate to Thoreau's call for "exaggeration" and 

"extravagance" as the only way to approach a true expression.  I cannot deny that they 

are self-dramatizing, but unconsciously so; and it is folly to attribute a knowing 

postmodernism to them.  It is the anachronistic fallacy run rampant to assign to her 

either the aesthetics of Wallace Stevens or the feminist politics of Adrienne Rich.  As to 

why she made that seemingly New Critical "confession" to Higginson about a "supposed

person," I once regarded it as the statement of a naïf, as ingenuous as a child's claim 

that the cookies were eaten by his teddy bear.  Who would want a total stranger to know



as much about her life as her most personally revealing poems tell?  But after looking 

over her complete oeuvre and then noting the poems she sent to him, I have revised my

opinion somewhat.  She never showed her most personal poems to anyone, so she did 

not really need a smokescreen to protect her privacy.  Perhaps she just did not want 

Higginson to make the mistake of assuming that her poem about the resurrection was a 

confession of her own Christian faith.

Her adult life was marked not so much by longing for lost love as by 
aesthetic and intellectual commitment to her art. . . . A further indication of 
Dickinson's literary intensity – her professionalism, even – can be found in 
records of her reading.

Not to be unpleasant, but I would say that you have to have a profession in order to 

display professionalism.  Today's Dickinson scholars are intent upon proving the breadth

of her reading, and grasp at every passing mention of it in her correspondence, but we 

would do well to restore the earlier, less ideologically motivated view of the narrowness 

of her influences.  She never read Walt Whitman because someone told her that 

Leaves of Grass was "disgraceful."

Throughout her largely secret but always brilliant career, moreover, she 
confronted precisely the questions about the individual and society, time 
and death, flesh and spirit, that major precursors from Milton to Keats had 
faced.

A career cannot be "largely secret" unless you are a gun-runner.  Dickinson's career 

was "homemaker."  And by the way, it is not only poets, but all human beings on earth, 

who confront "the questions about the individual and society, time and death, flesh and 

spirit."  Language is being used with great laxity in these passages.  But it is the thesis, 



not merely the poor choice of words, that I want to reject.

I realize that Gilbert and Gubar are intentionally stretching the dictionary 

meanings of "profession" and "career" in order to persuade us that Emily Dickinson was 

as conscious of her calling and as rigorous in her artistic discipline as any poet who 

ever lived.  Up to a point, their brief is unexceptionable – every Dickinson admirer 

already agrees that she knew her craft and practiced it with great conscientiousness.  

The manuscripts show that she crossed out many words and worked assiduously to 

perfect the expression of her ideas.  Of particular interest to those who tout her as a 

precursor of 20th century experimentation are cases where she abandoned an exact 

rhyme and replaced it with a slant rhyme.  Her innovations in prosody are a legitimate 

aspect of her greatness.  But the critic should remember that she had no idea that she 

was "ahead of her time."  She would not have recognized a description of herself as an 

"experimental" poet in the manner of Amy Lowell or Ezra Pound.

It is the further implication of what Gilbert and Gubar say that is problematic: that 

she was just like every other poet.  In asserting this, they are trying to refute two ideas: 

the first is that she was technically primitive and careless about perfecting her work; the 

second is that she was filled with emotion and spilled it onto the page like a 13-year-old 

pouring her heart out in her diary.  They want to refute the argument that she is a literary

equivalent of the painter Grandma Moses, or worse still, of the amateur in every family 

who contributes commemorative poems to the obituary page of her local small-town 

newspaper.  They especially want to deny that her love of the Master, or any other 

tragedy, warped her life and infected her poetry.

Unfortunately for those who hold to this point of view, the experience recounted 



in the Master letters feeds directly into hundreds of her poems, which refer 

unequivocally in verse to the situation described in prose.  There was a man, almost 

certainly a clergyman or at least a man of religious sensibility, to whom she devoted 

herself ardently and perhaps slavishly; and clearly he was unavailable to her, both 

physically and, it would appear from these letters, emotionally.  What we have is the 

drama of a love that thrills her, that must be borne through separation, and that arouses 

painful feelings when she suspects the Master of failing to credit her constancy and her 

sacrifice or of rejecting her in some fashion.

I want to begin with a few poems that seem to tell the whole story in one go, just 

as the letters hint at it.  Please notice how precise she is about some of the details: the 

dating of events, the quotations of what was actually said.  In light of this specificity, it is 

difficult, I think, to hold to the New Critical dicta that the protagonist of these poems is a 

"persona" and the relationship an imagined one.  I appeal to the reader's instincts in 

arguing for the autobiographical import of these poems.

I will note one further fact that militates against the idea that these poems record,

not her own experience, but that of a persona: almost without exception, those that I will

be citing remained completely private.  They were never sent to any of her 

correspondents or, so far as we can tell, shown to any other person.  Since many of 

them stand at the summit of her poetic achievement, and aesthetically dwarf the poems 

that she did share with others, the conviction is virtually forced upon us that they were 

too personal to be circulated among even her closest friends.  Every poem that follows 

was discovered only after her death, except where I have explicitly stated otherwise.



"The Master" Narrative

Let us begin with a poem of 1863 that is as explicit as the Master letters, and 

condenses what she says in them into eight lines:

You left me - Sire - two Legacies -
A Legacy of Love
A Heavenly Father would suffice
Had He the offer of -

You left me Boundaries of Pain - 
Capacious as the Sea -
Between Eternity and Time -
Your consciousness - and me -

The next poem was sent to Higginson on April 25, 1862.  Notice that there is ample 

room for us to surmise, from this account, that Dickinson may have misunderstood the 

Master and heard more than he had actually said:

There came a Day at Summer's full,
Entirely for me -
I thought that such were for the Saints, 
Where Resurrections - be -

The Sun, as common, went abroad,
The flowers, accustomed, blew,
As if no soul the solstice passed
That maketh all things new -

The time was scarce profaned, by speech -
The symbol of a word
Was needless, as at Sacrament,
The Wardrobe, of our Lord -

Each was to each The Sealed Church,
Permitted to commune - this time -
Lest we too awkward show   
At supper of the Lamb.



The hours slid fast - as Hours will,
Clutched tight, by greedy hands -
So faces on two Decks, look back -
Bound to opposing Lands -

And so when all the time had leaked -
Without external sound 
Each bound the other's Crucifix -
We gave no other Bond -

Sufficient Troth, that we shall rise -
Deposed - at length, the Grave -
To that New Marriage,
Justified - through Calvaries - of Love -

Another poem of 1862:

One Year ago - jots what?
God - spell the word!  I - can't -
Was't Grace?  Not that -
Was't Glory?  That - will do -
Spell slower - Glory . . . .

I tasted - careless - then -
I did not know the Wine
Came once a World - Did you?
Oh, had you told me so -
This Thirst would blister - easier - now -
You said it hurt you - most -
Mine - was an Acorn's Breast -
And could not know how fondness grew
In Shaggier Vest -
Perhaps - I couldn't - 
But, had you looked in -
A Giant - eye to eye with you, had been -
No acorn - then . . . .

Still another private poem of 1862, one of the most memorable, and highly unlikely as 

the imagined picture of a fictive woman's state:



I got so I could hear his name -
Without - Tremendous gain -
That Stop-sensation - on my Soul -
And Thunder - in the Room -

I got so I could walk across
That Angle in the floor,
Where he turned so, and I turned - how -
And all our Sinew tore -

I got so I could stir the Box -
In which his letters grew
Without that forcing, in my breath -
As Staples - driven through . . . .

I hope I can be forgiven for believing that it was Emily Dickinson herself who felt that 

staples had been driven through her breath.  I would not deny that a highly empathic 

person could conceive of such a sensation in another person; but as we continue our 

survey, we will see that the poetry that she devoted to the Master, alleged by the critics 

to be a fictive personage, is staggering in its amount, its specificity, and its intensity.  

Here is still another poem of 1862:

Although I put away his life -
An Ornament too grand
For Forehead low as mine, to wear,
This might have been the Hand

That sowed the flower, he preferred -
Or smoothed a homely pain,
Or pushed the pebble from his path -
Or played his chosen tune . . . .

This next poem, from 1863, comes very near to telling the entire story, and strongly 

implies that the Master was a clergyman, or at least devoted to religion:

I cannot live with You -



It would be Life -
And Life is over there -
Behind the Shelf

The Sexton keeps the key to -
Putting up
Our Life - His Porcelain -
Like a Cup -

Discarded of the Housewife -
Quaint - or Broke -
A newer Sevres pleases -
Old Ones crack . . . .

They'd judge Us - How -
For You - served Heaven - You know,
Or sought to -
I could not . . . .

And were You lost, I would be -
Though my name 
Rang loudest
On the Heavenly fame -

And were You - saved -
And I - condemned to be
Where You were not
That self - were Hell to me -

So we must meet apart -
You there - I - here -
With just the Door ajar
That Oceans are - and Prayer -
And that White Sustenance -
Despair -

The suggestion that the Master was constrained by religion is even stronger in the 

following poem of 1862, which also reveals an unmistakable touch of the erotic element 

in Dickinson's feelings for him, and her belief that he reciprocated in kind:

To make One's Toilette - after Death
Has made the Toilette cool



Of only Taste we cared to please
Is difficult, and still -

That's easier - than Braid the Hair -
And make the Boddice gay -
When Eyes that fondled it are wrenched
By Decalogues - away -

The Decalogue is the Ten Commandments.  By putting this word in the plural, Dickinson

ingeniously suggests all the additional moral and social constraints on a clergyman's or 

a devout believer's behavior.

I next wish to present a longer selection of poems to show the various shadings 

of Emily Dickinson's love for the Master.  I have grouped them under four headings, 

according to the predominating emotion.  The first is exaltation: she writes of her love as

triumphant and ennobling.  Under the second heading, the keynote is her extraordinary 

constancy, which no amount of separation can disturb.  But disturbance arrives 

nonetheless in the third group – these are poems of recrimination, that accuse the 

Master of ingratitude and a failure to appreciate her sacrifice.  Finally, we have poems of

pain, that describe her immobilized by depression and grief.  I have followed these with 

a short but spectacular group of poems that describe states of wild despair and 

staggering crisis.

An especially interesting motif found in the poems of recrimination involves her 

audacious comparisons of herself with Biblical figures – especially with the betrayed 

Jesus.  That such poems would have been considered blasphemous by 19th century 

readers goes without saying, but she did not necessarily intend any religious 

associations per se: the Bible was the cultural literacy of her time, and provided figures 

of speech to a New England poet as readily as Greek and Roman mythology provided 



them to Elizabethan poets.

Poems of Exaltation, Constancy, Recrimination, and Pain

In a letter to her friend Samuel Bowles, written in 1861, Dickinson confides a secret in 

verse and ends by asking him to "tell no other":

Title divine - is mine!
The Wife - without the Sign! . . .

"My Husband" - women say -
Stroking the Melody - 
Is this - the way?

On a leaf of embossed notepaper a year or so later, she again identifies herself as 

spiritual wife to the Master:

The World - stands - solemner - to me -
Since I was wed - to Him . . . .

That her conception of husband and wife comprehended everything that is customary in

that relationship is proven by a poem of 1861:

Wild nights - Wild nights!
Were I with thee
Wild nights should be
Our luxury!

Futile - the winds -
To a Heart in port -
Done with the Compass -
Done with the Chart!

Rowing in Eden -



Ah - the Sea!
Might I but moor - tonight -
In thee!

Naturally this un-bashful poem has been frequently anthologized, but all too often even 

the most sober academic critics feel compelled to regard it as erotic.  Clearly the 

wildness resides in the outside elements rather than in the bed of the lovers.  The winds

are metaphorically identified as the buffets that have kept the lovers apart.  But the 

images of a heart in port and of the poet moored in her beloved do evoke physical 

closeness and the hope of a consummated union.  That such a fulfillment was never in 

the cards, however, is implied by a line that she penned the following year: "I had the 

Glory - that will do . . . ."

This beautifully simple love lyric dates from 1862:

"Why do I love" You, Sir?
Because -
The Wind does not require the Grass
To answer - Wherefore when He pass
She cannot keep Her place.

Because He knows - and
Do not You -
And We know not -
Enough for Us
The Wisdom it be so -

The Lightning - never asked an Eye
Wherefore it shut - when He was by -
Because He knows it cannot speak -
And reasons not contained - Of Talk -
There be - preferred by Daintier Folk -

The Sunrise - Sir - compelleth Me -
Because He's Sunrise - and I see -
Therefore - Then -
I love Thee -



Here is one more example, written in 1863, from the stack of poems representing the 

love between the two as entirely positive and sustaining.  It is noteworthy for identifying 

the Master as her "Home":

Where Thou art - that - is Home -
Cashmere - or Calvary - the same -
Degree - or Shame -
I scarce esteem Location's Name -
So I may Come -

What Thou dost - is Delight -
Bondage as Play - be sweet -
Imprisonment - Content -
And Sentence - Sacrament -
Just We two - meet -

Where Thou art not - is Woe -
Tho' Bands of Spices - row -
What Thou dost not - Despair -
Tho' Gabriel - praise me - Sir -

In the next group of poems the emphasis shifts from her ecstasy to her constancy.  

There is a hint of a suggestion that the Master doubts her on this point, and she 

sometimes seems indignant.  This poem is from 1861:

Rearrange a "Wife's" Affection!
When they dislocate my Brain!
Amputate my freckled Bosom!
Make me bearded like a Man!

Blush, my spirit, in thy Fastness -
Blush, my unacknowledged clay -
Seven years of troth have taught thee
More than wifehood ever may!

Love that never leaped its socket -
Trust intrenched in narrow pain -



Constancy thro' fire - awarded -
Anguish - bare of anodyne!

Burden - borne so far triumphant -
None suspect me of the crown,
For I wear the "Thorns" till Sunset -
Then - my Diadem put on.

Big my Secret but it's bandaged -
It will never get away
Till the Day its Weary Keeper
Leads it through the Grave to thee.

Two years later, the same thought is expressed, with even the exclamation points 

retained for emphasis:

Alter! When the Hills do -
Falter! When the Sun
Question if His Glory
Be the Perfect One -

Surfeit! When the Daffodil
Doth of the Dew -
Even as Herself - Sir -
I will - Of You -

The following poem was found on a leaf of embossed notepaper and is thought to have 

been written in 1862:

Of all the Souls that stand create -
I have Elected - One -
When Sense from Spirit - files away -
And Subterfuge - is done -
When that which is - and that which was -
Apart - intrinsic - stand -
And this brief Tragedy of Flesh -
Is shifted - like a Sand -
When Figures show their royal Front -
And Mists - are carved away,
Behold the Atom - I preferred -



To all the lists of Clay!

From 1862 is another expression of the thought that the Master is her true home:

How sick - to wait - in any place - but thine -
I knew last night - when some one tried to twine -
Thinking - perhaps - that I looked tired - or alone -
Or breaking - almost - with unspoken pain -

And I turned - ducal -
That right - was thine -
One port - suffices - for a Brig like mine -

Ours be the tossing - wild through the sea -
Rather than a mooring - unshared by thee.
Ours be the Cargo - unladen - here -
Rather than the “spicy isles - ”
And thou - not there -

In the next poem, from 1863, we find an indication that the Master does not appreciate 

her sacrifice, along with a provocative comparison of her love for him to that of the 

Savior's:

So well that I can live without -
I love thee - then How well is that?
As well as Jesus?
Prove it me
That He - loved Men -
As I - love thee -

Such a comparison gains force from the hypothesis that the Master is a clergyman.  In 

the next poem, Dickinson again identifies herself with Jesus: both have been betrayed 

by men who claimed to love them, but she grudgingly allows that Christ's anguish may 

exceed her own – not, perhaps, by so much as to console her, but at least by enough to

make her momentarily forget her own grievance:



I shall know why - when Time is over -
And I have ceased to wonder why -
Christ will explain each separate anguish
In the fair schoolroom of the sky -

He will tell me what "Peter" promised -
And I - for wonder at his woe -
I shall forget the drop of anguish
That scalds me now - that scalds me now!

Dickinson is altogether Christ-like in this 1861 poem – an identification that would have 

scandalized a contemporary reader, and can seem audacious today:

He forgot - and I - remembered -
'Twas an everyday affair -
Long ago as Christ and Peter -
"Warmed them" at the "Temple fire."

"Thou were with him" - quoth "the Damsel"?
"No" - said Peter - 'twasn't me -
Jesus merely "looked" at Peter -
Could I do aught else - to Thee?

In the following poem of 1862, the Master fails to understand the nature of love, and 

again there is a reference to a specific conversation between the two protagonists 

when, with typical male complacency, he gave her useless advice about getting over 

him:

Did we disobey Him?
Just one time!
Charged us to forget Him -
But we couldn't learn!

Were Himself - such a Dunce -
What should we - do?
Love the dull lad - best -
Oh, wouldn't you?



Dickinson ups the ante in the next group of poems, describing the depth of her 

commitment to the Master and her pain over his incomprehension in violent images that

remain shocking to this day.  In this 1862 poem, the liquid that is bubbling in the bird's 

throat is blood:

Kill your Balm - and its Odors bless you -
Bare your Jessamine - to the storm -
And she will fling her maddest perfume -
Haply - your Summer night to Charm -

Stab the Bird - that built in your bosom -
Oh, could you catch her last Refrain -
Bubble! "forgive" - "Some better" - Bubble!
"Carol for Him - when I am gone!"

The Master has stabbed the bird that built in his bosom, but the bird forgives him and 

magnanimously calls upon the other birds to carol for him after her death.  We can 

choose whatever words we like to do justice to the extremity of this dramatization: some

may be comfortable calling it pathological.  What we must not do, in my opinion, is 

normalize it.  Poets have a "license" to be poetic, but it is not "a license to kill."  Three 

years later, the image recurs.  This time the blood spurts out:

Split the Lark - and you'll find the Music -
Bulb after Bulb, in Silver rolled -
Scantily dealt to the Summer Morning
Saved for your Ear, when Lutes be old -

Loose the Flood - you shall find it patent -
Gush after Gush, reserved for you -
Scarlet Experiment!  Sceptic Thomas!
Now, do you doubt that your Bird was true?



Judith Hall seems to think that the blood-music that gushes out of the lark is one of 

Dickinson's poems.  Besides invoking the tiredest and most reductive of all 20th century

critical tropes – that almost all poetry is about poetry – such a reading makes nonsense 

of the ending, where Dickinson accuses the Master of having doubted her.  Can Hall's 

thesis be saved by imagining that the skeptic is an editor?  Please.

Between them, the two poems just quoted perfectly recapitulate the opening of 

one of the letters to the Master:

If you saw a bullet hit a Bird - and he told you he wasn't shot - you 
might weep at his courtesy, but you would certainly doubt his word.

One drop more from the gash that stains your Daisy's bosom - then
would you believe?

This image of bird, blood, and song fixed itself powerfully in Dickinson's mind.  Within a 

year she returned to it once more.  Again during her death throes, the bird, gasping for 

breath, stammers out a last blessing on the Master:

Sang from the Heart, Sire,
Dipped my Beak in it,
If the Tune drip too much
Have a tint too Red

Pardon the Cochineal -
Suffer the Vermillion -
Death is the Wealth
Of the Poorest Bird.

Bear with the Ballad -
Awkward - faltering -
Death twists the strings -
'Twasn't my blame -

Pause in your Liturgies -
Wait your Chorals -
While I repeat your



Hallowed Name -

In the last verse, the Master appears not only to be a clergyman, but also to be 

officiating at the Sunday service when he is interrupted by the expiration of his adorer.

In this poem of 1863, the Master is indicted for utter callousness and we have a 

revenge fantasy worked out in considerable detail:

No matter - now - Sweet -
But when I'm Earl -
Won't you wish you'd spoken
To that dull Girl?

Trivial a Word - just -
Trivial - a Smile -
But won't you wish you'd spared one
When I'm Earl?

I shan't need it - then -
Crests - will do -
Eagles on my Buckles -
On my Belt - too -

Ermine - my familiar Gown -
Say - Sweet - then
Won't you wish you'd smiled - just -
Me upon?

To judge by this, the Master never even noticed her, much less led her on.  But in the 

following poem, written the year before, the Master had looked upon her kindly before 

banishing her.  His crime in rejecting her is so reprehensible that the Savior Himself will 

turn away from him, in order to give him a taste of his own medicine.  Needless to say, 

this is yet another analogy that would have shocked most churchgoing 19th century 

American readers:



If I'm lost - now -
That I was found -
Shall still my transport be -
That once - on me - those Jasper Gates
Blazed open - suddenly -

That in my awkward - gazing - face
The Angels - softly peered -
And touched me with their fleeces,
Almost as if they cared -

I'm banished - now - you know it -
How foreign that can be -
You'll know - Sir - when the Savior's face
Turns so - away from you -

In the following poem, from 1862, it is the Master who is Jesus, but unaccountably he 

fails to recognize his beloved disciple:

He strained my faith -
Did he find it supple?
Shook my strong trust -
Did it then - yield?

Hurled my belief -
But - did he shatter - it?
Racked - with suspense -
Not a nerve failed!

Wrung me - with Anguish -
But I never doubted him -
Tho' for what wrong
He did never say -

Stabbed - while I sued
His sweet forgiveness -
Jesus - it's your little "John"!
Don't you know - me?

In the next group of poems, the pain associated with the relationship begins to obscure 

all other emotions.  In this one from1862, Dickinson suggests that her suffering is 



without limits – a theme picked up in many another poem:

If you were coming in the Fall,
I'd brush the Summer by
With half a smile, and half a spurn,
As Housewives do, a Fly.

If I could see you in a year,
I'd wind the months in balls -
And put them each in separate Drawers,
For fear the numbers fuse -

If only Centuries, delayed,
I'd count them on my Hand,
Subtracting, till my fingers dropped
Into Van Dieman's Land.

If certain, when this life was out -
That yours and mine, should be -
I'd toss it yonder, like a Rind,
And take Eternity -

But, now, uncertain of the length
Of this, that is between,
It goads me, like the Goblin Bee -
That will not state - its sting.

In 1862, she penned one of her most famous poems – but one that, in common with 

many of her most agonized verses, was withheld from the three collections of the 

1890s.  As a result of these calculated omissions, she got an early reputation as a 

"hearts and flowers" poetess, one who brought a female sensibility to gardening scenes 

and rhapsodized about robins and sunsets.  The tendency today is to overstate the 

opposite element in her work.  Suffice it to say that she never quails at a violent image 

or an audacious analogy if it will convey her meaning.

After great pain, a formal feeling comes -
The Nerves sit ceremonious, like Tombs -



The stiff Heart questions 'was it He, that bore,'
And 'Yesterday, or Centuries before'?

The Feet, mechanical, go round -
Of Ground, or Air, or Ought -
A Wooden way
Regardless grown,
A Quartz contentment, like a stone -

This is the Hour of Lead -
Remembered, if outlived,
As Freezing persons, recollect the Snow -
First Chill - then Stupor - then the letting go -

Even more shattered and somber is this emotional landscape of 1863:

There is a pain - so utter -
It swallows substance up -
Then covers the Abyss with Trance -
So Memory can step
Around, across, upon it -
As One within a Swoon -
Goes safely - where an open eye -
Would drop Him - Bone by Bone -

This poem too was absent from the early editions of her verse.  Perhaps we can take a 

quick breather from the unrelenting agony of such descriptions by noting that the exact 

model for the metrical pattern is found in a well-known hymn:

This is my Father's world,
And to my listening ears
All nature sings, and round me rings
The music of the spheres.

Dickinson's manipulation of the stanza form is so supple that this underlying structure is 

easily missed.  Her prosody is marvelously flexible and free while nonetheless adhering 

to the basic meter.  The reader who studies her poetics in detail will be richly rewarded.



Another poem from the astounding output of 1862:

It ceased to hurt me, though so slow
I could not see the trouble go -
But only knew by looking back -
That something - had obscured the track -

Nor when it altered, I could say,
For I had worn it, every day,
As constant as the Childish frock-
I hung upon the Peg - at night.

But not the Grief - that nestled Close
As Needles - ladies softly press
To Cushions Cheeks -
To keep their place -

Nor what consoled it, I could trace -
Except, whereas 'twas Wilderness -
It's better - almost Peace -

From the following year, one of her most famous poems:

The Heart asks Pleasure - first -
And then - excuse from Pain -
And then - those little Anodynes
That deaden suffering -

And then - to go to sleep -
And then - if it should be
The will of its Inquisitor
The privilege to die -

Finally we have a group of poems in which the depiction of extreme depression, with its 

dullness, dreariness, and spiritual deadness, gives way to extraordinary descriptions of 

psychological disorientation and manic despair.  From 1862:

I felt a Funeral, in my Brain,
And Mourners to and fro



Kept treading - treading - till it seemed 
That Sense was breaking through -

And when they all were seated,
A Service, like a Drum -
Kept beating - beating - till I thought
My mind was going numb -

And then I heard them lift a Box
And creak across my Soul
With those same Boots of Lead, again,
Then Space - began to toll,

As all the Heavens were a Bell,
And Being, but an Ear,
And I, and Silence, some strange Race
Wrecked, solitary, here -

And then a Plank in Reason, broke, 
And I dropped down, and down -
And hit a World, at every plunge,
And Finished knowing - then -

Also from 1862, one of her most compelling:

It was not Death, for I stood up,
And all the Dead, lie down -
It was not Night, for all the Bells
Put out their Tongues, for Noon.

It was not Frost, for on my Flesh
I felt Siroccos - crawl -
Nor Fire - for just my marble feet
Could keep a Chancel, cool -

And yet, it tasted, like them all,
The Figures I have seen
Set orderly, for Burial, 
Reminded me, of mine -

As if my life were shaven,
And fitted to a frame,
And could not breathe without a key,
And 'twas like Midnight, some -



When everything that ticked - has stopped -
And space stares - all around -
Or Grisly frosts - first Autumn morns,
Repeal the Beating Ground - 

But, most, like Chaos - Stopless - cool -
Without a Chance, or spar -
Or even a Report of Land -
To justify - Despair.

Such poems defeat attempts at commentary – any prose about them is bound to be 

insipid in its paraphrasing of their content.  But stop a moment over the first two lines: if 

we bestow upon them a deadpan delivery that is characteristic of Dickinson, they 

become dryly comedic: "How was it that you knew you wasn't dead, Bert?"  "Well, I was 

standin' up."  In the midst of Stopless Chaos, she indulges her Yankee taste for 

humorous understatement.  From 1863:

At leisure is the Soul
That gets a staggering Blow -
The Width of Life - before it spreads
Without a thing to do -
It begs you give it Work -
But just the placing Pins -
Or humblest Patchwork - Children do -
To still its noisy Hands -

Once again from 1862:

The first Day's Night had come -
And grateful that a thing
So terrible - had been endured -
I told my Soul to sing -

She said her strings were snapt -
Her Bow - to atoms blown -
And so to mend her - gave me work



Until another Morn -

And then - a Day as huge
As Yesterdays in pairs,
Unrolled its horror in my face -
Until it blocked my eyes -

My brain - begun to laugh -
I mumbled - like a fool -
And tho' 'tis Years ago - that Day -
My Brain keeps giggling - still.

And Something's odd - within-
That person that I was -
And this One - do not feel the same -
Could it be Madness - this?

Less than a year later, after writing over 200 poems in the meantime:

It struck me - every Day -
The Lightning was as new
As if the Cloud that instant slit
And let the Fire through -

It burned Me - in the Night -
It Blistered to My Dream -
It sickened fresh upon my sight -
With every Morn that came - 

I thought that Storm - was brief -
The Maddest - quickest by -
But Nature lost the Date of This -
And left it in the Sky -

The problem

When I read these poems to a small gathering of poetry buffs, they naturally assumed a

progression over time involving a number of years, during which the exaltation gradually



diminished, to be replaced by a settled constancy, which then became clouded by 

doubt, and finally gave way to despair.  In fact, the alert reader will have noticed that 

every poem quoted thus far was written between 1861 and 1863: all these states of 

mind appeared simultaneously.  I think we must assume that sometimes Dickinson felt 

exalted on Monday, a victim of betrayal on Wednesday, serenely devoted on Friday, and

paralyzed by pain on Sunday.  During this three-year period she wrote 610 poems – 

exactly one of which refers unambiguously to the Civil War.

Readers who are familiar with Emily Dickinson's biography know that there is a 

disturbing punch line to this riveting narrative of endless, and endlessly thwarted, love: 

we do not know who the Master was; and the leading candidates *** in the eyes of 

many scholars, the clergyman Charles Wadsworth, was much older, married with three 

children, and met her in person, so far as we can tell with certainty, only for a single 

afternoon in 1860 and another single afternoon in 1880, both times coming to the house

in Amherst.  There is speculation that they must also have met when Dickinson visited a

friend in Philadelphia in 1855.  While this seems likely, it has never been proven.  We 

also know that a correspondence between them existed, but the only extant letter that is

thought to have been passed between them is undated, unsigned, and misspells her 

name.  It is in Wadsworth's handwriting on a sheet of paper with an embossed crest 

"C.W." and reads as follows:

My Dear Miss Dickenson [sic]
I am distressed beyond measure at your note, received this 

moment, – I can only imagine the affliction which has befallen, or is now 
befalling you.

Believe me, be what it may, you have all my sympathy, and my 
constant, earnest prayers.

I am very, very anxious to learn more definitely of your trial – and 



though I have no right to intrude upon your sorrow yet I beg you to write 
me, though it be but a word.

In great haste
Sincerely and most
Affectionately Yours — 

As every commentator acknowledges, this does not sound like the letter of a lover, 

however widely we construe that word, but rather like a proper pastoral response to a 

parishioner undergoing a crisis.  Dickinson biographers have no idea what the crisis 

might have been or when the letter was sent.  But we do know that it was important 

enough to her to save.  Her letter to Higginson of April 25, 1862 tantalizes us:

I had a terror - since September - I could tell to none - and so I sing, as the
Boy does by the Burying Ground - because I am afraid -

The sleuths converge upon the fateful month and find . . . nothing.  Wadsworth moved 

from Philadelphia to San Francisco in the spring of 1862, and because thought is free, 

we can speculate that some seven months earlier he had told Dickinson of his plan to 

quit his post in a letter.  But we are short of facts.

***Opinion about how to harmonize the biographical record with the implied 

narrative of the poems has run the gamut from A to Z and even, if possible, gone 

outside the gamut itself.  (To those who favor a lesbian interpretation, I will only mention 

the word "Sir" crossed out and replaced with "Master" in one of the letters.  I know very 

well that this will not change the mind of a true believer, but perhaps it will satisfy the 

curiosity of uncommitted readers.)  Roughly, orthodox opinion can be crudely 

categorized as falling into three camps: (1) there was never any Master, and the poems 

are works of pure imagination, such as we might expect from an accomplished artist 



who wishes to create a fictional narrative; (2) Dickinson had a man in mind – perhaps 

Wadsworth, or perhaps Samuel Bowles (a close friend of her brother Austin and, like 

Wadsworth, married with children) – and she pictured this man to herself as a fantasy 

object when she wrote the poems, but he was both unavailable to her and completely 

unaware of how much room he was taking up in her emotional life; (3) there was such a 

Master, most likely Wadsworth, who did in some degree reciprocate her feelings and 

said so, but circumstances made any consummation of the relationship impossible.  The

third is a distinctly minority opinion, but it is mine, with the proviso that she made much 

more of the Master's encouragement than he ever intended and read much more into it 

than a more experienced woman would ever have read.

I should say here that I am not among those who proclaim that it makes no 

difference whether her love for the Master was reciprocated in any degree or even 

whether the Master was a real person.  I would very much like to know the facts.  My 

educated guess is that Dickinson was not the person to befriend a pooka out of 

psychological need.  I do not believe she would have made up the romance out of 

whole cloth.  She was too sane, too hardheaded, and too honest with herself to 

completely hallucinate a response-in-kind to her own ardor.  I also reject the aesthetic 

premise implied by the pose of indifference to the facts.  It is worth our while to get to 

the bottom of these poems, and to do so, we need every scrap of verifiable information 

we can get our hands on.

I put my money on Wadsworth as the Master, for all the reasons that have made 

him the first choice of most biographers.  I believe that Dickinson met him in 

Philadelphia in 1855 after going to his church and hearing him preach, and that enough 



of a chord was struck between them that he visited her in 1860.  I believe he said 

something to her then, if only out of politeness, that made her feel that she was almost 

as important to him as he was to her.  She writes minutely and definitely about certain 

details of the relationship – that her troth had lasted seven years, that the man was kept

by "Decalogues" from fondling her bodice with his eyes, that he had said that their 

inability to be together hurt him more than it hurt her.  I cannot prove it, but these have 

the ring of verisimilitude to me, of events remembered in their concreteness and 

vividness; and I would also appeal once again to the reader's own instinct for veracity in 

language, and our sense that this writer may be the most honest person on earth.  None

of her Master poems claims more face-to-face contact than the meeting in 1860.

On the other hand, beyond any doubt, Emily Dickinson assumed a response 

from the Master that was greater than he can possibly have intended.  The biographical 

record cannot be clearer about that.

And that is enough.  In spite of our frustration about determining "what really 

happened," we do know almost everything that we need to know about what the Master 

meant to her life and to her poetry.  The problem of the Master does admit of a solution 

– one that is just as valid if Samuel Bowles is the Master, and can even accommodate 

the likelihood that at times ostensibly "Master poems" were written about other persons,

or a composite person, who had let her down.  But before turning to this proffered 

solution, I wish to offer a short selection of poems that deal with the aftermath of the 

crisis of 1861-1863.  The reader naturally wants to know the outcome of this painful 

situation.

Over the course of time, Emily Dickinson gained psychological ascendancy over 



her feelings for the Master.  These poems, covering the decade from 1864 to 1873, 

show her coming to terms with her disappointment.  The mood is hardly triumphant – 

her emotional survival is a grim affair.  But when, ten years after the height of the crisis, 

she is able to ask rhetorically, presumably of the Master, "Art thou the thing I wanted?" 

we can sense that she has, to borrow a phrase from William Faulkner, not only endured,

but prevailed.

The Aftermath

This poem from 1864 is still colored by the ongoing trauma of the previous three years, 

but already the tone is more stoical:

They say that "Time assuages" -
Time never did assuage -
An actual suffering strengthens
As Sinews do, with Age -

Time is a Test of Trouble -
But not a Remedy -
If such it prove, it prove too
There was no Malady -

Appearing on NPR's program "On Point with Tom Ashbrook" on September 8, 2010, 

Helen Vendler finds the message of this poem – that suffering worsens with time – so 

incomprehensible that she mistakes the meaning:

When she says that suffering strengthens you as sinews are strengthened
with age, she means children get stronger as they grow up, they get their 
full strength of manhood, so when passing from trivial sufferings to a deep 
and irremediable suffering, you come into your emotional adulthood, you 
have the strength that you didn't have as a child, and it comes from 



suffering.

Though famous as a "close reader," Vendler does not parse the grammar closely 

enough: the sufferer does not get stronger, the suffering does.  The pain strengthens 

with time; if it doesn't, the suffering was not that serious in the first place.  But while the 

passage of time fails to assuage the poet and fails to provide a remedy, still it does not 

crush her: it presents her with a "Test of Trouble."  A test can be passed.  Although time 

is no remedy, still she has survived her malady and gotten on with things.  Dickinson's 

attitude is compounded of her rock-hard connection to reality and her own version of 

Puritan stoicism.  As Keats said in his sonnet to the memory of Robert Burns, "pain is 

never done"; but even so, as he said elsewhere in a letter, "life must be undergone."  

Especially apropos of Dickinson is his continuation: "and I certainly derive a consolation 

from the thought of writing one or two more Poems before it ceases."

The following year, the poet is still capable of feeling overwhelmed, but at the 

same time she seems grounded in reality:

A Doubt if it be Us
Assists the staggering Mind
In an extremer Anguish
Until it footing find -

An Unreality is lent,
A merciful Mirage
That makes the living possible
While it suspends the lives.

In the midst of the crisis, in 1862, she had written that "a Plank in Reason broke."  In a 

poem written three years later, she reverts to this image, but this time she manages to 

keep her footing while gaining confidence:



I stepped from Plank to Plank
A slow and cautious way
The Stars about my Head I felt
About my Feet the Sea -

I knew not but the next
Would be my final inch -
That gave me that precarious Gait
Some call Experience -

In a poem sent to Susan Dickinson in 1865, the heartbreak of the first three words is 

mitigated by the poet's matter-of-fact shrug:

The missing all - prevented me
From missing minor things -
If nothing larger than a world's
Departure from a Hinge,
Or Sun's extinction - be observed -
'Twas not so large that I
Could lift my Forehead from my work
For Curiosity -

I have said that Dickinson mastered her feelings, but it was a victory long in coming and

one that left her exhausted.  Written on a fragment of envelope, sometime around 1872:

Through what transports of Patience
I reached the stolid Bliss
To breathe my Blank without thee
Attest me this and this -
By that bleak exultation
I won as near as this
Thy privilege of dying
Abbreviate me this  [or: Remit me this and this]

To my mind, the most remarkable of these poems is the one that follows, written around 

1873 first on a scrap of paper, then on a leaf of stationery:



Art thou the thing I wanted?
Begone - my Tooth has grown -
Supply the minor Palate
That has not starved so long -
I tell thee while I waited
The mystery of Food
Increased till I abjured it
And dine without
Like God -

Emily Dickinson's victory over pain was a "bleak exultation" indeed, the grim boast of a 

survivor.  Nonetheless, she got through the crisis, and by 1878, she was writing letters 

of convincing passion and even erotic charm to another much older man, the eligible 

widower Judge Otis Lord.

The solution

I now wish to offer a solution of sorts to the bewildering array of facts that we have 

about Emily Dickinson.  In doing so, I will not rely upon any deep theory of personality or

any unusual diagnosis out of abnormal psychology, but mostly on common sense.

As I have said, there is no denying that she put more weight on the relationship 

with the Master than it could bear.  The biography is unequivocal in affirming that no 

man in her life was ever able to reciprocate such passionate feelings.  Therefore we 

must admit that these feelings were, in the therapeutic jargon of our day, "inappropriate"

– they were far in excess of what any person gave her good reason to feel.  The 

simplest psychological explanation for a strong but inappropriate emotion is that it has 

been displaced – in other words, that an event or circumstance or situation from some 



other place or time in the individual's life is generating the emotion here and now.  

Within its original environment, the emotion could not be expressed or perhaps even 

acknowledged.

Dickinson has a grievance against the Master, but there seems to be no 

evidence that Wadsworth or Bowles did anything to deserve her opprobrium.  The 

simplest hypothesis, then, is that someone deserved it, but for psychological reasons 

she was unable to confront the real culprit and so displaced her resentment onto the 

Master.

Here I wish to borrow directly from Morton Schatzman's Soul Murder, a chilling 

examination of how a regimen of authoritarian punishments undertaken "for a child's 

own good" can produce an adult who is damaged beyond repair.  (Let me say 

immediately that I am not suggesting that Emily Dickinson was physically or emotionally

abused, according to the way we use those terms today.)  I want to draw the reader's 

attention to Schatzman's grid of four possibilities:

You are not a victim, and you know that you are not
You are not a victim, but you think that you are
You are a victim, and you know that you are
You are a victim, but you do not think that you are

The second condition we call paranoia; the third condition we call political or personal 

oppression.  The first condition has no name, inasmuch as it typifies a healthy, happy 

life and a sane orientation.  The last condition also has no name.

Emily Dickinson's childhood was not what we call abusive or even strict.  But she 

was suffering; and what was victimizing her, what was thwarting and suffocating her, 

had no name in the late 19th century – especially when experienced by a daughter at 



the hands of her father.

The term "patriarchy" is a loaded term in today's intellectual conversation, 

because it has come to be associated, maliciously, with feminists who are regarded by 

our increasingly conservative mainstream media as radicals.  But there is no other word

that captures a typical 19th century household among the respectable classes.  Women

in America could not vote, could not own property, and could not sue for divorce on 

grounds that were regarded at the time as trivial – such as mere physical beatings and 

abandonment.  Many students today believe that patriarchy is dead, because these 

obvious obstacles to a woman's ability to have a career and to participate in the political,

social, and cultural life of our country have been removed.  But for my purposes, 

patriarchy can also be defined as an "emotional economy": it occurs whenever a man 

automatically thinks first of what he wants and a woman thinks first of what the man 

wants.  In light of this definition, I think we have to acknowledge that patriarchy is not 

dead yet in people's heads.  I have noticed that in many advice columns, the men write 

for advice about themselves and the women write for advice about their men.  In terms 

of relationships, the men are willing to cut their losses and the women to stay the course

against all the odds.

A benign picture is often painted of Edward Dickinson.  I would point out that only

a failed patriarch needs to physically abuse or verbally berate his wife and children.  In 

the 19th century, a man was born to command, and if he had any sense, he knew how 

to do so without swaggering or threatening.  He would have been weak indeed if, 

backed as he was by tradition, law, custom, values, and popular opinion, he could not 

rule without violence, intimidation, and punishments.  The accomplished patriarch 



dominated by force of personality rather than by crude physical force.  He was the sun 

around which his wife and children revolved.

It seems to matter a great deal to Richard Sewall and to other apologists that 

Edward Dickinson was not a despot and, three or four times in his life, showed the 

human touch: he rang the town bells when the northern lights lit up the night sky, and he

went out into the snow to feed the birds.  (These anecdotes are endlessly repeated, for 

want of any others.)  This type of defense betrays a stunning lacking of imagination – no

news to women when the subject is male incomprehension of the female estate.  

Edward's reign was absolutely unquestioned in his household.  Emily used the word 

"Awe" to capture her feeling toward him, called his heart "pure and terrible," and spoke 

of his "lonely Life and his lonelier Death."  When he died – at a ripe age, of natural 

causes, and leaving his family perfectly secure financially – she wrote that she knew 

"we were all lost."  I would compare her reaction to that of the citizens of the Soviet 

Union who wept at the death of Stalin.

The following anecdote, told by her to Higginson and recorded verbatim by him 

the same day, ought to be definitive: "I never knew how to tell time by the clock till I was 

15.  My father thought he had taught me but I did not understand & I was afraid to say I 

did not & afraid to ask any one else lest he should know."  (Sewall chooses to disbelieve

it, although he cannot offer any explanation as to why she would make it up or how 

Higginson could misremember what she had told him a few hours earlier.)

If Sewall disregards Emily's testimony as hearsay, will he accept a written 

statement by her brother in the draft of a letter to his future wife?

Tenderness has not been so common a thing to me in the years that I 



have so far numbered – as to have become valueless in my estimation – I 
have never before received any – from any body – I never would.  I 
wanted to feel it all – in all its deliciousness, all its purity, all its vastly 
increased exquisiteness – from long fainting for it – & feel it for the first 
time from her from whom I am to receive all that I ever receive –

We can, needless to say, invoke the propensity of all Dickinson children for hyperbole; 

but perhaps we would do better to ask why a man in his middle 20s would exaggerate in

just this fashion.

Patriarchy in 1830 was not a quaint idea that some men had about women.  It 

was a complete system of human relations and a set of limitations on everything a 

woman did, said, or could allow herself even to think.  Edward Dickinson had contempt 

for women's intellect.  He wrote a vitriolic attack on the feminism of his day while still in 

college – and it is worth while remembering how modest the demands of that early 

feminism were.  Then he courted and married the kind of woman patriarchs value most 

– an empty-headed little thing, childishly religious, endlessly subservient, destined to be 

a domestic drudge.  (She may have rebelled in one of the few ways that women did in 

those days: she took to her bed for years on end.)  He had three children: two 

daughters who, although attractive and "good catches" if only because of their social 

prominence, never married and lived out their entire lives in his house; and a son who 

lived next door with his wife and children – for when Austin thought of striking out on his 

own and starting his career as an attorney in the Midwest, Edward bribed him to stay by

taking him into his own established law practice as a partner and building a house for 

him.

Emily could no more imagine going against her father's wishes than a human can

imagine rebelling against a god.  Yes, she once hid in the cellar when he was 



determined to take her to church with him.  It is a good story, and captures her 

rebelliousness and her refusal to bend to the conventions of Amherst religiosity.  But 

note that she hid.  And contrast this with the story of her father's traipse across the lawn 

to drag her out of her brother's living room in front of company and take her home 

because it was almost midnight.  She was 28 years old.*

Comparing the 19th century father to a god is exactly the right comparison – not 

the misty, mushy deity of liberal Protestantism, but a god on Olympus or Mount Sinai – 

which is to say, full of pride, jealousy, and vanity, or given to unexpected fits of 

magnanimity or touchiness, and enacting all these familiar emotions on a scale so huge 

that the tiny human cannot but be overwhelmed by the spectacle.  Whether we are 

awestruck when the giant personality directs his gaze upon us, or reduced to jelly with 

fear, our posture as mere mortals will be one of reverence, terror, and abasement, and 

our own wishes and needs will be drowned in the immensity of the divine.

Did she love her father?  She rarely says so – most of her poems about love are 

directed to the Master, and a few to her friends – but certainly she would have answered

in the affirmative, once she got over her astonishment that the question could even be 

asked.  The biographical record, however, is dotted with aperçus of ambivalence.  When

the demigod remarked at dinner that he wondered why a particular chipped plate must 

always be set before him, his daughter took the offending china into the back yard and 

pulverized it on a stone.  Her parodies of him in various letters, always taken by Sewall 

to be affectionate rather than nasty, can, needless to say, just as easily be read the 

other way around.  When Higginson, in his initial response to her query, asked politely 

for details of her life, he received a remarkable family portrait by return mail.  Here I will 



quote only the choicest morsels:

You ask of my Companions Hills – Sir – and the Sundown – and a Dog – 
large as myself, that my Father bought me. . . . I have a Brother and Sister
– My Mother does not care for thought – and Father, too busy with his 
Briefs – to notice what we do – He buys me many Books – but begs me 
not to read them – because he fears they joggle the Mind.  They are all 
religious – except me – and address an Eclipse, every morning – whom 
they call their "Father."  But I fear my story fatigues you – 

Austin believed that Emily played a role with Higginson and that he was completely 

taken in.  But it is much likelier that she played a role with Austin.  Once again I appeal 

to the reader's instinct for a writer's authenticity: Is this letter a game?  I rather believe 

that the unparalleled freedom of a long-distance relationship with a man who was 

unconnected with anyone in Amherst enabled her to begin, in only her second letter to 

him, telling truths that she could never have uttered anywhere else.  He responded to 

her with great empathy and had a clear perspective on her life that was denied to her 

self-absorbed relatives.  A genuine feminist and a dispassionate observer, Higginson 

described her father as "thin, dry, and speechless" after visiting Emily Dickinson in her 

home, and added, "I saw what her life had been."  She further shared her days with a 

vacuous mother, a tart-tongued, thwarted sister, a self-important brother, and a 

pretentious, pious, and unpredictable sister-in-law.  She was emotionally and spiritually 

suffocated her entire life by the company of these people who were narrow, 

psychologically constricted, and above all else unimaginative.  But here's the rub: she 

loved these people fiercely – "love" being a compromised term, but meaning, at the 

least, all the devotion, loyalty, and caring that she could render them.  This is a recipe, 

to use the language of therapist Terrence Real, for a "covert depression" – one that is 



unacknowledged or called something else, and so swept under the psychic rug.  Today, 

Dickinson would be endlessly diagnosed and medicated.  What got her through in her 

own day was the deeply ingrained stoicism of her forebears.  She appears to have 

overcome every inducement to self-pity through the stern New England brand of cultural

Protestantism that had come down from the Puritans with only minor mitigations of its 

uncompromising spirit.

At the same time, she told Higginson, "I find ecstacy in living; the mere sense of 

living is joy enough."  On any given day, with her extraordinary gifts of observation and 

perception, she could take pleasure in the epiphanies of daily life – could delight in the 

changing seasons, the weather, the birds, the flowers, or revel in the spectacle of the 

human comedy or tragedy as it unfolded in the tiniest gestures of her neighbors, which 

she closely and wittily observed.  She does not seem to have been "clinically 

depressed" in spite of her unusually comprehensive description of all the stages of 

mental suffering; nor was she bipolar in spite of descriptions of what almost seem to be 

manic states.  She was certainly agoraphobic but did not feel it to be an inconvenience.

Thoreau wrote, "I desire to speak somewhere without bounds; like a man in a 

waking moment, to men in their waking moments."  All the philosophers are saying that 

same thing to us: wake up to your own life.  I call Emily Dickinson a genius at being 

awake.  What others are trying to do with drugs or Zen meditation – get into the present 

and experience the pith and marrow of each moment as it is actually happening – came 

naturally to her.  To achieve this seems desirable to us, but it can be a mixed blessing: "I

taste a liquor never brewed" and "There is a pain so utter it swallows substance up."

Furthermore – and this is a point that may have ramifications throughout the 



realm of lyric poetry – to say that she felt her experience all the way down to the tips of 

her toes is not the same as to say that she understood her experience.  She was 

intelligent, perceptive, brilliant, and deeply compassionate toward others, but she did 

not "analyze" her emotions.  She was not, in the contemporary sense, psychologically 

self-aware.  It would never have occurred to her to root around in her childhood like a 

modern reader of self-help books and examine her feelings for her father with a critical 

eye.  Nor did she demonstrate the least affinity for advanced ideas about the status of 

women in society, which might have made her reflect upon the narrowness of the life 

that was imposed upon her.  Indeed, a more resolutely apolitical writer has perhaps 

never lived.

Her suffering was intensified by her incomprehension.  Contrary to popular 

notions today, strength of emotion does not automatically equate with depth of emotion, 

but rather, in many cases, may be a sign of shallowness.  It is insight that deepens 

emotion.  Spinoza makes the point this way: "Painful emotion, which is suffering, ceases

to be suffering as soon as we form a clear and precise picture of it."

Dickinson's emotions were strong, almost shattering, but part of their power, and 

certainly of their staying power, derived from her inability to grasp their origin.  Had she 

traced them to the way her father had stifled her, she would have experienced an 

intolerable conflict, because her feelings for him were so reverential.  So she felt 

trapped, but she could not identify what was trapping her; in her poems, she feels 

unappreciated, neglected, and even persecuted by the Master, but the Master is also 

the fountain of all her joy, and she cannot see through this contradiction.  The poem that

announces her final victory over this situation is a statement that she has grown so 



accustomed to starvation that she can now dine without food.  It is not a poem of 

illumination: she does not claim to understand her suffering, only to have outlasted it.

Would anything in my analysis change if we found out that Samuel Bowles or 

George Gould, rather than Charles Wadsworth, was the Master?  What if the poem that 

I consider to be emblematic of Dickinson's grim reckoning with her feelings for the 

Master – "Art thou the thing I wanted?" – was in fact directed toward Susan Dickinson, 

as some scholars insist?  Would this invalidate my assessment of the emotional 

dynamic that drove most of her poetry and my conclusion that she overcame her 

feelings in the course of time?

It would not.  Such revelations would be immaterial to my essential thesis.  

Regardless of who caused Dickinson's pain and panic in the first half of the 1860s – and

perhaps it was all of these people together, plus a few others – in due time she found 

herself strong enough to hold her own against their real or perceived injustices to her.  

She continued to revere Bowles and Wadsworth to the end of her days; but her letters 

late in life to Bowles's widow and son and to Wadsworth's old friends are sanely 

commemorative rather than unstrung.  Just as clearly, she came to terms with her 

feelings about her difficult sister-in-law.  In managing that relationship after 1880 – when

Austin was conducting a torrid public affair with Mabel Loomis Todd, Lavinia had come 

to despise Susan, and Emily herself had incurred Susan's contempt by enjoying a 

romance with Judge Lord – Dickinson showed great tact and judgment, in marked 

contrast to the hyper-emotionalism that characterized the early years of her friendship 

with Susan.

Would anything about my analysis change if we were to learn for a fact that the 



Master was only a figment of her imagination?  Again, very little, because the original of 

the Master is her father, and the poems of unappreciated constancy, recrimination, and 

despair all reflect her suffocating imprisonment in the family home more than any event 

in a real or imagined romance.  As great an artist as Emily Dickinson was, I do not 

believe that she could have invested a fictional relationship with so much real anguish 

purely out of her powers of observation and the capaciousness of her aesthetic 

imagination.  The intensity of her poetry stems from experiences accurately recorded, 

and this would remain true even if the Master were proven to be fictitious.  Behind the 

dramatized dedication of her life to a remote godlike being – one who was, as we say 

today, "emotionally unavailable" to her – would still be the real dedication of her life to 

her "pure and terrible" deified father.

Too much emphasis on the identity of the Master can obscure the clear outline of 

Dickinson's emotional biography.  As she reached adulthood, her childish idealization of 

her family morphed into a sense of life-imprisonment among people who understood 

almost nothing of her genius.  She reached out to several outsiders with all the 

extravagant sensibility of her nature, and the best evidence is that, while most of them 

responded from time to time with kindness and approbation, all recoiled at some point 

from the intensity of her feelings.  The onset of the "affliction" or "trial" that the one 

extant letter from Wadsworth mentions probably coincided with the first fascicles.  She 

worked through the overwhelming emotions that she felt – the panic, the 

disappointment, the despair – first by writing a thousand poems between 1860 and 

1865, and then by gradually retiring from the world into a fixed routine that, while viewed

by everyone except her sister Lavinia as "eccentric," was obviously a coping 



mechanism that suited her personality and by all accounts enabled her to maintain her 

psychological equilibrium.  She seems hardly to have missed a day of housework.  In 

this post-Freudian age, where a moment's anxiety can procure the complainer a 

diagnosis of "clinical depression" and a prescription for a pharmaceutical cocktail, we 

tend to forget that our psychological "defense mechanisms" do defend us.  For several 

millennia, until the invention of Prozac, they were all that defended us – unless we wish 

to praise the poppy and the coca plant for their medicinal properties.  Dickinson went to 

her bedroom and wrote some of the most anguished sentences ever put into human 

language – then she went to the kitchen and baked the bread that her father liked.  The 

poetry, as she sagaciously noted, was therapeutic, like the boy's singing as he goes by 

the graveyard.

Then, too, not everyone failed her: Higginson regularly responded to her poems 

with words of praise and encouragement, propping her up during the years when she 

was most vulnerable, and so "saved her life" – only to become the most maligned of all 

her circle because he did not thrust this most retiring of persons into the national 

spotlight.  Life has its ironies, among them the ingratitude of scholars sitting in their ivory

towers toward a man of letters and action – a fighting liberal who backed John Brown's 

raid on Harper's Ferry, commanded a black regiment in the Civil War, opposed capital 

punishment, called for complete equality between men and women, and gave Emily 

Dickinson the support and encouragement that meant more to her than anybody else's.

For our further understanding, I want next to bring in a term used by Auden in his 

suggestive essay about Shakespeare's sonnets.  Auden sees the first 126 sonnets, 



written in abject adoration of a beautiful but vain young man, as examples of what he 

calls "the Vision of Eros."  The sonnets seem sexually charged, because, as Auden 

says, the medium of the vision is erotic; but they are not about a sexual relationship.  

The Vision of Eros confers so many godlike qualities upon its idealized object that an 

actual relationship could never withstand the pressure of daily life; therefore, it always 

attaches itself to a distant and unattainable beloved.

The Master is clothed by Emily Dickinson in all the radiance of superhuman glory.

It is easy to see, therefore, that his absence is a necessary condition of his retaining this

aura.  At the same time, her narrative, like Shakespeare's, includes elements of 

disenchantment.  And much though the Vision of Eros is treated respectfully by Auden 

as an authentic mystical experience, we cannot help asking if the person who 

undergoes it is not having, let us say, a crisis of self-confidence.  For me to believe, day 

in and day out, that the best moments of my life consist in contemplating the existence 

of a beloved object who gives me little or nothing in the way of actual nurturing – or 

even a tip of the hat – and that I am privileged just to be allowed to glimpse from afar 

this incarnation of all perfections walking upon the earth, is certainly an extreme 

exaggeration of the fundamentally neurotic posture dubbed by therapists of 

transactional analysis as "You're okay, I'm not okay."  My modest conclusion is that a 

person who is undergoing the Vision of Eros is trying to fill a great emptiness, and 

turning, as most of us do, to the wrong type of nourishment.  The wrongness prolongs 

the agony and enhances the addictiveness: we cannot get enough of what does not fill 

us up.  But the besotted worshiper is easily deluded into thinking that the fault is his, 

and will brook no criticism of his chosen idol.



But what good is served by the Vision of Eros?  In the case of Emily Dickinson, 

what is the positive symbolic import of the Master?  I propose that he is associated in 

her mind with getting out of the psychic and emotional cage that she is in, and this 

means, above all else, getting away from the home that she is in.  When she 

contemplates him, she also contemplates a very different sort of home, a home closer 

to the needs of her own heart.

The poems I want to offer now make this explicit.  They are autobiographical, but,

except for the last one cited, do not mention the Master.  They cast light on her 

childhood and her adulthood in her parents' home.

At the age of 30, she sent a page to her sister-in-law:

I never hear the word "Escape"
Without a quicker blood!
A sudden expectation!
A flying attitude!

I never hear of prisons broad
By soldiers battered down - 
But I tug, childish, at my bars - 
Only to fail again.

The next three poems, all from the year 1862, describe what we might call today an 

"emotionally impoverished" childhood:

It would have starved a Gnat - 
To live so small as I -
And yet, I was a living child -
With Food's necessity . . . .

.     .     .

They shut me up in Prose -
As when a little Girl



They put me in the Closet -
Because they liked me "still" . . . .

.     .     .

I was the slightest in the House -
I took the smallest Room -
At night, my little Lamp, and Book -
And one Geranium -

So stationed I could catch the mint
That never ceased to fall -
And just my Basket -
Let me think - I'm sure
That this was all -

I never spoke - unless addressed -
And then, 'twas brief and low -
I could not bear to live - aloud -
The Racket shamed me so -

And if it had not been so far - 
And any one I knew 
Were going - I had often thought 
How noteless - I could die -

Richard Sewall and other apologists for the Dickinson parents find it outrageous when 

commentators use these poems to indict her family.  It is easy enough to contrast them 

with the cheerful letters of Emily's girlhood, and such a juxtaposition supports the 

favored reading that an invented character is speaking, one whose sad fictive life, so 

vividly imagined, was nothing like the poet's.  These critics show a striking obtuseness 

in failing to understand these poems as artistic intensifications of how she felt, perhaps 

not all of the time but certainly some of the time.  There is no necessary contradiction 

between ebullient semi-public letters and private moments of alienation.  Is it not 

obvious that she could never have expressed even a fraction of these feelings to her 

father and have expected him to respond in a helpful way?  At the age of 19, she wrote 



as follows to one of the friends she had made at school:

Mother is still an invalid tho' a partially restored one – Father and Austin 
still clamor for food, and I, like a martyr am feeding them.  Wouldn't you 
love to see me in these bonds of great despair, looking around my kitchen,
and praying for kind deliverance, and declaring by "Omar's beard" I never 
was in such plight.  My kitchen I think I called it, God forbid that it was, or 
shall be my own – God keep me from what they call households, except 
that bright one of "faith"!

Dickinson amuses her friend with humorous touches to this picture, but we who know 

how towering her talent was must surely be able to grasp the underlying seriousness of 

it.  Her crisis originates at precisely the age at which she would have begun to abandon 

all hope that her life would ever be anything other than martyrdom to a household.

The next poem, also from 1862, is interesting not only for its vivid description of 

emotional desperation but also as a comment on the inadequacy of religion to console 

her in such straits:

At least - to pray - is left - is left -
Oh Jesus - in the Air -
I know not which thy chamber is -
I'm knocking - everywhere -

Thou settest Earthquake in the South - 
And Maelstrom, in the Sea -
Say, Jesus Christ of Nazareth - 
Hast thou no arm for Me?

Similarly, in a letter to Samuel Bowles, later in 1862, she writes:

Just Once! Oh Least Request!
Could Adamant - refuse?
So small a Grace - so scanty - put -
So agonized Urged?



Would not a God of Flint -
Be conscious of a sigh -
As down his Heaven - echoed faint -
"Just Once"! Sweet Deity!

In this next poem from 1863, a note of grandiosity is struck: in language suggestive of 

the last words of Christ, Dickinson forgives those who have trespassed against her.  

Very important to our understanding, however, is that they are precisely the people 

whom she loves the most:

'Tis true - They shut me in the Cold -
But then - Themselves were warm
And could not know the feeling 'twas -
Forget it - Lord - of Them -

Let not my Witness hinder Them
In Heavenly esteem -
No Paradise could be - Conferred
Through Their beloved Blame - 

The Harm They did - was short - And since
Myself - who bore it - do -
Forgive Them - Even as Myself -
Or else - forgive not me -

In the following poem, also written in 1863, she adverts to the theme of her escape, and

states clearly that if she could go where she belonged, she would be transported "far 

from home":

If ever the lid gets off my head
And lets the brain away
The fellow will go where he belonged -
Without a hint from me,
And the world - if the world be looking on -
Will see how far from home
It is possible for sense to live
The soul there - all the time.



And finally we have two poems that, by amplifying this theme of "home," unmistakably 

encapsulate her attitude toward her predicament and answer our question about the 

meaning of the Master.  From 1865:

A door just opened on a street - 
I - lost - was passing by - 
An instant's Width of Warmth disclosed - 
And Wealth - and Company - 

The Door as instant shut - And I - 
I - lost - was passing by - 
Lost doubly - but by contrast - most -
Informing - Misery -

And from 1864:

I learned - at least - what Home could be -
How ignorant I had been 
Of pretty ways of Covenant -
How awkward at the Hymn

Round our new Fireside - but for this -
This pattern - of the way -
Whose Memory drowns me, like the Dip
Of a Celestial Sea -

What Mornings in our Garden - guessed -
What Bees - for us - to hum -
With only Birds to interrupt
The Ripple of our Theme -

And Task for Both - When Play be done -
Your Problem - of the Brain -
And mine - some foolisher effect -
A Ruffle - or a Tune -

The Afternoons - together spent -
And Twilight - in the Lanes -
Some ministry to poorer lives -



Seen poorest - through our gains -

And then Return - and Night - and Home -

And then away to You to pass -
A new - diviner - Care -
Till Sunrise take us back to Scene -
Transmuted - Vivider -

This seems a Home - And Home is not -
But what that Place could be -
Afflicts me - as a Setting Sun -
Where Dawn - knows how to be -

The key to her displacement of emotion is rendered literally in the last stanza quoted.  

When Higginson visited her in 1870, she asked him, "Could you tell me what home is?"  

To be with the Master in such a place as her verse describes, "this seems a Home."  

This is what he represented or symbolized.  No actual person had taught her "what 

Home could be"; instead, she projected upon the Master all the "Wealth and Company" 

with which her imagination was able to furnish an ideal establishment.  And only Emily 

Dickinson, alone of all the poets who ever wrote, having conjured up that image of 

emotional abundance, would draw the contrast between its plenitude and the grinding 

spiritual poverty of her own household in four such laconic words: "And Home is not."  

That is, "My home is not that place."

To escape her prison, if only in thought, she pictured a freer, sweeter existence 

built upon genuine intimacy with a person who had to be imagined for the purpose.  The

fantasy about a home shared with the Master contains everything that she had been 

denied for as long as she had been "the slightest in the house."  It is inevitable that she 

saw this man as a more human version of her godlike father – indeed, throughout her 

life, she was drawn to older men who, like Edward Dickinson, had substantial careers in



the public eye.  And because the Master is a version of her father, he also becomes the 

target of recriminations that almost certainly originate in her childhood.  The common 

denominator of both groups of poems, those about the relationship with the Master and 

those about her own home, is emotional deprivation.  For Sewall to complain that such 

an indictment of Edward Dickinson overlooks Emily's great love for him shows a 

startling lack of psychological acumen – the love is what made her predicament so 

excruciating.  We know why our enemies shut us up in prose.  Onto the Master she 

transferred the love and idolatry she had felt for many individuals, especially her father; 

and to the Master she attributed the warmth toward her that her father, however much 

he may have felt it, rarely expressed.  At the same time, given that all her temporary 

gods failed her in the course of time, the Master, in her imaginings, became a lightning 

rod for her frustration and despair.

The last two poems that I have cited testify to her craving for a taste of the 

banquet of life.  To attain it, she knew that she would have to leave the home where 

Wealth and Company are not, and find that house on another street where the opening 

of a door admits a vision of Warmth.  We know it never happened.  She learned to 

content herself, not even with crumbs from the banquet, but with dining without food.  

But at least the missing all prevented her from missing minor things.

The biographers want to elevate her, naturally enough, and say that she was a great 

conscious artist – that she looked down with serene superiority on Higginson's 

incomprehension, that she crafted her poems certain of her place in posterity.  We 

should not need to falsify her in this ultimately sentimental way to see the greatness of 



her verse and her life.  Feminist critics especially can get entangled between trying to 

show that patriarchy blighted the lives of women but also that great-souled women 

could not be kept down.  They are uncomfortable contemplating the possibility that such

an iconic female artist as Emily Dickinson could have been an emotionally devastated 

victim of patriarchal circumstance.  But if patriarchy was as potent and malignant a force

of oppression as feminist writers say in their opening pages, then it was too huge for 

any woman to completely overcome by the end of the story.  I lean toward the dark view

that it was overwhelming in its real, effectual evil.  It wasn't a board game: it tore the life 

out of women's lives.  To be great-souled was to internalize all the pain of it, without 

necessarily being clear that it was actually wrong or that society could be constructed 

on any other lines; and then, to fashion a worthy life in spite of it.  Emily Dickinson did 

not know why "there is a pain so utter it swallows substance up" – she just registered it 

while other women cheerfully kept house, had children, and went to church.  She was a 

great unconscious artist, because she was no more trying to create "art" than Kafka was

when he wrote the letter to his father.  She was a truth-teller about her own life, and a 

genius at perception and experience even more than she was a genius at prosody.  Her 

poems are written in blood.  Who wants their blood published?

Publication - is the Auction 
Of the Mind of Man . . . .

She was not the feminist that feminists want her to be.  She was more heroic than that.  

To have carried the banner for women's rights and free thought in her patriarchal 

household and religiously infantilized town would have been one kind of courage, but 

she had a greater: to make the exploration that Thoreau commended, into the 



uncharted interior, where the maps are blank; to feel and experience at the limits of 

human capacity, and bring back the report.  All honor to Elizabeth Cady Stanton, who 

knew the injustice and named it.  But let us especially commemorate Emily Dickinson, 

who suffered it and endured it without knowing its name.  And wrote it in phrases that 

burn into our brains and stand a good chance of lasting as long as the English language

lasts.


